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THE BIBLE AND PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.

R^" HEXRV F. COPE.

rHE question of the Bible in relation to public instruction will

not down. At this time the Convention, called by the State of

Illinois for the revision of the Constitution, is besieged by petitions

for amendments which would either require or permit daily reading

of the Bible. Several attempts have been made to secure legislation

making such reading compulsory in Xew York State. The Penn-

sylvania law predicates a teacher's position on her reading the Bible

daily ! Resolutions favoring compulsory Bible-reading or calling

for the stud}- of the book in public schools are formulated almost

daily in conferences and other meetings of Protestants, especially

in those of the more emphatic E\angelical group. On the other

hand, protests against such action come with no less \igor from

groups of ws and occasionally from the Roman Catholics, (^ften

these take .he form of appeals to the courts for injunctions re-

straining the public schools, as in Wisconsin. Illinois and Louisiana.'

Occasionally F'rotestant and independent bodies go on record in

opposition to required I'ible-study in tax-supported institutions.

-

This indicates at least j.wo things : that in spite of declining church

membership and discouraging financial campaigns, religion is still,

under some aspects, of vital interest to large numbers of people,

and that American public opinion is decidedly sensitive on the sub-

ject of the use of the public schools for private purposes

1 The Bible is exchided from the public schools in eleven States, either ex-

plicitly or by court decisions: Arizona, California, Idaho, Illinois, Louisiana,

Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, Washington and Wisconsin.

- Notably several very definite resolut'ons and ''statements of principles"

adopted by The Religious" Education .Association. The Northern Baptist Con-
vention is on record as opposing. .-\ special commission of the Chicago Church
Federation unanimously adopted a platform npj->osing.
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PROPAGANDA.

Why is this question raised? Why this agitation for the special

study and use of one particular group of literary products? We
have a fair measure of peace in public-school affairs so long as the

Bible, and the Koran, and the sayings of Buddha, and the wisdom

of Confucius, are left to the interest of voluntary groups and the

care of private libraries. Except for the first, unfortunately, no

one seems to be particularly solicitous as to whether children know
them or not. But with the Bible it is different ; it is the literature

of the greatest propagandist faith the world has yet seen. That

faith has not only sought to win children, it has been solicitous of

their welfare. It is not strai.^e that, when so many believe that

the literature has vital importance they should seek to use every

possible means of teaching it to children.

There are at least two distinct groups of persons persistently

campaigning for the Bible in the public schools. They are

:

I. The Ecclesiastical Group.—Many who regard the matter from

the point of view of the churches have a variety of striking reasons:

1. They regard Biblical knowledge as in a class by itself. To
them it possesses a special power. They are moved by the tradi-

tional conviction that there is a quality in the Bible which, by the

contact of intellectual perception, performs some necessary part of

the process of a person's salvation. The greater number of the most

persistent advocates of the Bible in the public school treat the cur-

rent King James one-volume edition as a fetish ; they are Bibliola •

trous. However, there are some who simply follow a conviction

that Bible-study must be a "good thing," they believe that the Bible

makes a definite contribution to personal character or they implicitly

follow the tradition that this. book has some virtue per se which

other books do not have.

2. The ecclesiastical group find themselves unable to persuade

children voluntarily to obtain this desired knowledge of the Bible.

The churches succeed in getting not over twenty-five per cent, of

the public school enrollment into any kind of schools of religion

or of the Bible. They have totally failed in their program of

Protestant Biblical teaching on a voluntary basis. Protestant schools

of all kinds do not teach, even in their ineffective manner, more

than fifteen of the forty-five millions of persons under twenty-five

years of age in the United States.

.^. They have been im willing to bear the cost 6i placing this
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instruction, upon which they insist, on an adequate educational

basis. If the figures prepared by the Interchurch World Movement
have any significance they show that the average Protestant church

is spending less than two cents out of ever}' dollar on its work of

religious education, that these denominations expend seven mills

per capita per aiiiuaii on religious instruction, and that they provide

teaching accommodations for less than ten per cent, of the school

population. Demanding instruction in the Bible, while failing totally

to give such instruction, they now turn to the schools and demand
that their work be done at public expense.

4. There are those who clearly recognize the literary values of

the Bible, and despairing of reaching any large proportion of the

population or of securing educational efficiency in churches, with an

open mind they are seeking some way by which, without offense to

the conscience of any, public school children might obtain knowledge

regarding the Bible.''

[\. A Croup Composed Largely of Educators.—These men and

women recognize the Bible as literature. They recognize that its

ideals and phrases have saturated English literature, that in many
respects it is the source of great and fundamental ideals in our

civilization. They lament the sectarian difficulties which, in some

States, have totally excluded the Bible from the schools. They

cannot conceive of an educational program for the people which

wholly ignores this literature. Therefore they are seeking ways

by which the Bible may have the same place that any other great

literature would have. They are not agitating for its use in worship

or for separate classes devoted to its study. It seems to them un-

fortunate that State laws and Supreme-Court decisions have dis-

criminated against the Bible and prevented it from having that place

which would he determined by its real human values.

THE DIFFICULTIES.

Xow what are the difficulties in the way of the ordinary use

of the Bible in the course of a child's education? Here is one of

the world's masterpieces, or rather a unique collection of master-

pieces ; here is the child wdio has a right to his full literary and

spiritual heritage, and here is the school ; what could be more natural

than to use the school to help the child to become the possessor

" Note the systems known as "The North Dakota Plan," for accredited

high-school study of the Bible in churches, and "The Gary Plan" for week-day
instruction of school children in religion. Particulars may be obtained of the

Religious Education Association, Chicago.
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of this joy and wealth, tliis well of unfailing water? He will miss

much and remain poor indeed if he does not know at least that of

the Bible which has gone into his own literature ; much of it will

remain as in a foreign tongue, with unknown allusions and emptv

phrases so long as he is unfamiliar with the songs and speeches of

the ancient Hebrews and the narratives of Jesus and his followers.

And yet, wherever this deathless literature has been taught in public

schools for children, no matter in what land, it has produced only

strife, its values ha\'e been lost in the controx'ersies and buried

under the shattered weapons of polemics.

The fundamental difificulty is that Protestantism has made the

Bible a sectarian book. It is almost impossible to use it without

taking or accepting some di.isive or sectarian position as to its

origin, nature and authority. It is impossible to teach it in any

way without conflict with pri\ate religious convictions. It is im-

possible to discuss its literary construction and history without

giving offense to some person's religious convictions. The \ery

people who are most urgently pressing for I>ible-stud}' in public

schools would soon be raising a riot if teachers taught the Bible

as they now teach any other literary material. These same persons

would turn their energies to agitation to keep those profane ped-

agogical hands off their sacred book. So long as the Bible is the

basis and court of appeals by which the various sects establish their

separate creeds it has a place in a categor\- apart from all other

literature.

Next, it is impossible for the public schools to take over any

specific religious responsibilities. 'I'he group who are urging the

use of the Bible in the jniljlic sck^t/ols for the purpose of religious

ctilture should be reminded that the State encourages them in sup-

])orting other institutions for s[)ecihcallv religious purposes, that

we have provision in the churches for religious work and that public

agencies camiot engage therein. We liave settled once and forever

the question of religious freedom : \\t' will not permit the ci\il

poAver to be used for propagating special religious views—not, if

we are wise, even our own A'ieAvs. We must ])rotect the ci\il rights

of everv man in this respect: in the I'nited .States the civil rights

of the minoritv are equal to the rights of the majority. We cannot

compel the conscience of Catholic or Jew or Mohammedan.

When that position is stated one meets a singular answer in

many Protestant circles. It is asserted that "the L'nited States is a

Christian nation." or that "the State is a divine institution." Of
course, if this is true— that the State is a religious institution and,,
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specifically, a Christian institution— it has the obligation to definitely

teach Christianity. Yet it might be questioned, even then, whether

it should not use the Christian method of teaching its particular

way. Can one imagine even the pragmatic Paul employing the

police power to recruit his congregation? Is it a Christian method

to use the civil arm to compel Jews to listen to the New Testament

or to stigmatize themselves by permitted absence?* Uut where did

this notion of the democratic State as a religious institution arise?

And what are its consequences?^ Tf only religious agitators were

logical they woidd shudder at the conclusions of such a premise.

Further, the public school teachers are not prepared for teach-

ing the Bible or religion. This is a highly specialized subject having

no experts in the teachers' colleges and normal schools. Xo part

of the teacher's training is projected on such instruction, and as to

their fitness, one can imagine the complex situations that would

arise in most communities as parents and pastors proceeded to ex-

amine, test and rectify the religious instruction that their Johns and

Marys and Tonys and Gwendolyns were getting in the ])ublic

schools.

No agreement is possible on any common body of religious

literature or of creed. At least six dififerent books have been pre-

pared by joint committees of Catholics, Protestants and 1 lebrews

for use in public schools but scarcely any use is made of them.''

They are a drug on the market simply because they are alwavs

open to sectarian objections : as a separate anthology such material

does not become integrated into general instruction, and the bodv

of literature upon which there is absolutely no controversy is ver\-

small and is already in the possession of practically all the ])eople.

So far as the religious purpose is concerned, too, it is a waste

of time to attempt to realize that purpose by the formal methods

of the school. No one has yet established that the character and

purpose of religion are achieved by instruction about tin- l')ible or

by any particular body of religious knowledge as such.

It is strange that Protestantism has, in all the heat of the con-

troversy over the Bible and the schools, never stopped to ask the

simple question whether anything would be gained if their purposes

were successfully realized. Does any one know that children and

young people become Christians through reading the Bible? Grant-

ing the validity of the literary arguments, the desirability of ac-

* In a bibliography dealing with this whole subject, a list of books of
Biblical selection for school use is given. It may be obtained, gratis, from The
Religious Education Association, Chicago.
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quainting all with this splendid precipitation of developing idealism,

two serious problems stand out

:

1. It is exceedingly difficult for young people to catch even an

occasional gleam of the idealism ; they cannot surmount the barriers

of Oriental customs ; the time-mould of ancient thought binds and

holds the richest parts of this literature until wider knowledge and

maturer thought unfold them to man or woman.

2. If- the purpose in teaching the Bible is to develop the Chris-

tian type of character there is no special reason to suppose that

Biblical information would have that effect. Here is the old scholas-

tic error of general education, the attempt to determine life through

information. Learning about ethics does not make the ethical life

and learning about religion does not make the religious life.

The current Protestant program of religious instruction needs

candid examination. It is in danger, at least, of repeating the

tragedy of our high-school instruction in English. By attempting

to drill the young in the minutise of those ancient writings, by its

dry textual exercises and its elaboration of learning on historical

backgrounds and authors and languages it creates a definite aver-

sion to the whole subject. It leaves students just where the school

or college graduate often arrives after the courses in English, sol-

emnly determined to have no more to do with the dreary subject.

It effectively crushes enthusiasm with its academic pedantry ; lite-

rarv analyses inhibit affection. There are millions of American

citizens with no enthusiasm for their own literature because they

were dragged through deserts of dry facts and empty speculations

year after year in classrooms. So also there are large numbers who

never will have any enthusiasm for the Bible because of its asso-

ciations with amateur efforts at packing-house methods of dealing

with that literature.

The ideal of the present courses of Biblical instruction seems

to be to "cover the Bible in the period of childhood." That is what

the pedant in the schoolroom seeks to do with English, so that there

are no undiscovered countries to beckon the later years, no possi-

bilities of adventures and new enthusiasms. Happy the man who

finds authors of whom he had never heard, treasures that had not

been yet cataloged for him, and friends, in books, whose lives and

motives had never been laid on the analyst's table! So ought it

to be with the Bible ; maturer years should find it new. There might

be keen delight in discovering those bloody Kings and Chronicles

if childhood had not suff'ered from them. That is precisely the

experience of the Protestant who discovers the books of the Macca-
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bees. It would seem, then, that both Hterary and reHgious con-

siderations would bid one pause before urging that the Bible suffer

from the intellectualistic, information-packing processes of the

schools.

But, whatever the conclusion may be on such considerations,

the fact remains that so long as the churches continue to make more

of the Bible as a sectarian handbook than as literature, so long as

their interests are primarily ecclesiastical and sectarian, the sectari-

ans will remain too jealous of one another and the common people

too wary to permit their taxes to be applied to private and divisive

purposes. The churches might just as well abandon all efforts to

compel the public schools to take over those duties of religious

instruction which they have so carelessly considered and so seriously

and persistently neglected. And until these purposes are changed

the great mass of the people will remain impoverished for lack of

at least this one storehouse of religfious idealism.



\MiY WAR?

BY T. SWANK HARDING.

REASON is the noblest faculty of man ; at its highest stage of

development it differentiates him most clearly from the brute.

But reason is also a recently acquired faculty and is far from evenly

distributed among men. It is present to the greatest extent in the

abnormally developed human mind but shades down through the

normal, the dull normal and the moron to the lower types of im-

becility and idiocy where it can scarcely be said to exist at all. Con-

sequently the mental line of demarcation between man and the lower

animals is indistinct and overlapping ; many hold that animals reason,

while it can scarcely be insisted that the idiot and the low-grade-

imbecile go througli the process.

Reason, being a recently acquired faculty, is all too readily

slipped off in moments of emotional tension, and, just as a for-

eigner reverts to his native language under stress of anger, so we all

tend to revert to impulse and instinct in the presence of emotionall\'

exciting ideas. It is only reason at its highest

—

siii compos, as James

tells us—that enables a man to view things tolerantly, rationally and

cosmically when his lower and more purely animal instincts are

aroused. Moreover, many men capable of true reasoning when alone

become victims of what is called "mob psychology" when in groups

and the flames of emotion kindle them wholesale ; they become

utterly deaf to the voice of moderation and woe unto him who shall

bravely stand forth to rebuke them in the day of their madness.

The fact that scientific tests have shown that at least one third of

our population will test below the moron grade on an approved

mental scale demonstrates the reason for this, at least in part. It

would seem that more of the higher-grade minds should be able to

withstand the assaults of the impulsive masses, but many factors

enter in here, and e\'en the man who thinks rationally in private
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finds it expedient in emero'encies to cater to the herd instinct in

public.

It is perfectly possil)le for waxes of irrational emotion to sweep

nations off their feet at peace. Such a wave struck France during

the celebrated Dreyfus affair when millions of peojjle ceased alto-

gether to reason and gave themselves up to emotion and impulse.

So prevalent is this tendency, even at normal times, that i)hilosophers

of the cast of Bertrand Russell question the fact that reasoning

exists in the sense usually postulated, but are rather inclined to

think that each individual is the battlefield of contlicting impulses

of which the strongest tinally wins and rules.

Certain it is that there is more emotion and habit in the world

than reason. The a\-erage man would rather do almost anything

under heaven than think ; it is so much easier to adopt the opinions

that are vouched for by those who want him to think as it is to their

purpose to ha\e him think. For there is alwa_\s a cunning group

ready and waiting to take advantage of man's weakness, to gorge

him with one side of a case and suppress the other, thus to whip

him into a fury for or against some pet idea. \\'hether the ultimate

desire is rational or not matters little ; whether the projected end

to be attained ever is attained matters less ; once arouse the emotion

and it will carry on automatically till discharged, whereupon the

individual feels a wholesome sense of righteous relief that repays

all effort with interest.

To-day we find ourseh'es for all practical purposes at the end

of a great war which was fought ostensibly for ideals by all nations

engaged therein. X'iewed in a large sense, one must inevitably con-

clude that the ideals espoused by one side were infinitely superior

to those espoused by the other. Whether we belie\e in cosmic

progress or no. in absolute values or no. we must admit that the

theoretical contentions of the Allied nations stood ujjon a higher

plane than did those of the Teutonic powers. We cannot think

otherwise without ignoring the lessons of history altogether.

In spite of this fact we find ourselves possessed of a peace that

is no peace in the sense that we meant to have it ; and that we have

been duped and disappointed just as war always dupes and dis-

appoints us. In spite of what the past told us we set out to uphold

idealism by force of arms and failed miserably, just as the reflective

man foresaw that we must inevitably fail at working such a miracle.

And now come the halting, stammering apologies of the liberals who

went wildly war-mad ; who forgot their reasoned doctrines of other
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days and, intoxicated with emotion, promised us everything if we
would but gird our loins and draw the sword for "democracy."

Had we kept our lofty ideals all would have been different

;

but just this it is utterly and forever impossible to do in the welter

of conflict. While armies meet opposing armies in battle array there

is waged continually the conflict between reason and emotion, and

in war. emotion invariably wins, however much restraint be preached

The ethics of civilized life cannot be reversed and good come there-

from
; the morals of peace cannot be disregarded and conflict remain

on a high moral plane ; and, most important of all, war is not con-

structive and is powerless to bring about a reign of justice, truth

and brotherhood.

These melancholy facts are not due to man's intellectual in-

sincerity, to the machinations of capitalists or diplomats, or to any

one of a number of other things so much as to the fact tliat mass

psychology is so consummately mismanaged, the lower emotions

are so violently aroused and played upon by different agencies,

violence and slaughter are so unanimously lauded and all rational

considerations are so bitterly denounced and so ruthlessly sup-

pressed that no nation, while in a state of war, can act upon high

ideals.

This is not to say that war can always be avoided at the present

stage of world progress ; it is not necessarily to preach the doctrine

of non-resistance. The desire is to direct attention to the tremen-

dous fallacy—the greater illusion—that the noblest purposes and the

highest duties may somehow be miraculously accomplished by the

magic power of war ; the doctrine is really and simply that Might

can make Right, the doctrine that it was our misfortune gradually

to absorb from Prussia to our great disaster.

We do not need labored explanations to tell us why Mr. Wilson

failed at Paris ; certainly he did not fail on account of old-world

reaction. This may have been an immediate cause but it was not

the ultimate cause. America began the war in a novel and unusual

manner—she began it without any desire to gain material things,

without rancorous hatred and in a high spirit of altruism. We had

a matchless opportunity to deal militarism a death-blow by oblite-

rating its worst pest spot—Potsdam. Russia had disintegrated, and.

if ever, war had an opportunity to accomplish something of value.

Instead of this we soon became mad with emotion ; a vicious

propaganda was started to lend the white heat of fury and no story

was too absurd to be told solemnly in order to deprive us of more

reason and to give in its stead the most degraded instincts. We
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even welcomed a new democracy with sneers and went madly on and

on until man's noblest faculty was submerged in the conflict and

only a wild and incoherent melee of emotion and impulse remained.

In the effort to defeat autocracy in the field we ourselves adopted

more and more of the hateful institutions of autocracy; so much

so that, spiritually. Germany really won the war.

In the midst of this raging animalism the Germans suddenly

and unexpectedly collapsed and we reaped the whirlwind of our

blocked neuron paths : inhibited from annihilating the Teuton race

to the last babe, we discharged our emotions first in a mendacious

and predatory peace and ultimately in mad forays against our own

selves in lieu of foreign enemies to damage.

Yet there were and are occasional voices of reason raised in

this rude storm of passion. In the Atlantic Monthly of December,

1919.^ A. Clutton-Brock dared protest that we could put no nation

outside the pale: that we were really not gods after all. but men,

with the sins and shortcomings of men ; then he promulgated that

rank heresy that we should forgive even as we desire to be for-

given and. in the broader sense, actually love our enemies. While

these dubious doctrines from that most dangerous and radical of

books, the New Testament, may be looked upon with proper trepi-

dation, this trepidation would perhaps be less if we dared contem-

plate the war cosmically and in its true relationships.

When we turn to consider the prime question of %vhy men fight

one is led to wish that all people mentally capable of reasoning

might read at least three books ; it would seem that the perusal of

these three books would be the best preventive for wars of the

future—so trivial, so childish and so absurd are the common in-

centives to collective homicide. And yet the average man could

doubtless read these books without changing his opinion a whit, so

enslaved is he by habit and so impervious to cold logic by reason

of emotional bias. The three books to which we have reference

are Hozv Diplomats Make War by Francis Xeilson. What Is Na-

tional Honor? by Leo Perla and ]Vhy Men Fight by Bertrand

Russell.

Neilson's book does precisely what the title indicates and that

most effectively ; Russell's book carries out its title in similar man-

ner but necessarily on broader lines : Perla dissects and analyzes

national honor or prestige and makes very clear the childish in-

consistencies and errors into which our entire lack of any inter-

1 Arthur Clutton-Brock, "The Pursuit of Happiness," Atlantic Monthly.

December, 1919.
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national consciousness leads us. A more complete logical demon-

stration of the emotional and irrational character of national honor

would be hard to tind than this clear and concise work of Perla.

To this brief list might well be added Thorstein Veblen's tine

treatise on the Nature of Peace. In the first two chapters of this

book will be found a masterly expose of the imbecilities of what

goes under the name of patriotism, containing also the following

excellent paragraph

:

'Tt is, at least, a safe generalization that the patriotic sentiment

never has been known to rise to the consummate pitch of enthusias-

tic abandon except when bent on some work of concerted malevo-

lence. Patriotism is of a contentious complexion, and finds its full

expression in no other outlets than warlike enterprise ; its highest

and final appeal is for death, damage, discomfort and destruction

of the party of the second part. . .There is, indeed, nothing to hinder

a bad citizen from being a good patriot ; nor does it follow that a

good citizen—in other respects—may not be a very indififerent

patriot."

With an emotion of such character as this nurtured and encouraged

the transition to armed conflict is sooner or later inevitable. And

until this sectarian orthodoxy is replaced by a more universal phi-

losophy we shall have nationalistic wars just as we had religious

wars until sectarianism—without l)eing annihilated by any means

•—gained a catholic view-point and the tolerance that goes therewith.

Some years ago James Hopper told in an article in Collier's

how wars come about. Tt was at the time we had gone into Mexico

after X'illa ; hereuj)on the Mexicans decided that we wanted not so

much to take Villa as to take Mexico, and Carranza said "Get out
!"

We replied that we would get out when Carranza properly policed

the border. Carranza dispatched troops for this purpose. There-

upon we .shook our heads and wisely said, 'A\'hy are these troops

in Chihuahua? D—n funny business. Going to attack us, eh?"

And Hopper commented—"Such is human nature—and thus wars

come." -And it is alas true. About just such microscopically trivial

things do men fight.

Men fight because they will be realists ; because they postulate

nations as personalities and not as aggregations of individuals like

unto themselves. They will revert to the universalism of old Al-

bertus Magnus and look askance at nominalism. "WHiat is honor?

.\ word. What is that word honor :^ Air—a trim reckoning." Hear

that incorrigible nominalist Falstaft" ; but do we usually agree with

him^ Or with stoic P>rutus who in deep despair cried ".Mas! I
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have found thee. X'irtue. but an empty name.'" \ irtue had been to

him a reality and he had seen it so in the same positi\e fashion as

he had seen liis own wife.

Tt is the unconscious reahsm of humanit}- that makes up the

glory and the heroism of life, and that makes war possil)le. "Men
die, not for a statement of fact, but for the Truth : not for a name,

but for an ideal reality I not for a territory with its inhabitants, but

for a country ; not for a piece of colored cloth on a staff, but for

a flag!" A\'hat is honor? Air? Indeed! Men fight because of their

profound, quite scholastic, realism.

Here might be quoted with profit satirical Dean Swift's delicious

remarks entitled -^ Digression on tlic Xatiirc, Usefulness and Neces-

sity of JJ'ars and Quarrels. Therein may be found the following

pithy sayings which help still further to show whv men fight. "War
is an attempt to take l)y violence from others a ])art of what thev

have and we want. . . .h'very man fully sensible of his own merit,

and finding it not dul_\- regarded by others, has a natm-al right to

take from them all that he thinks due to himself. . . .Wise princes

find it necessary to have wars abroad, to keep peace at home. . . .

Most professions would be useless if all were peaceable." To read

this is to laugh, and \et we .should be careful ho^v we laugh ; for

when we come right doun to brass tacks it is iust such silly and

absurd things as these that start wars.

Arthur Ponsonby- declared that "the inevitable clamor which

arises on the outbreak of war is construed as popular approval."

He explains that the people are kept in ignorance of foreign aft'airs

and of diplomacy generally, but that things are so explained to them
and news is so colored at the outbreak of war that the part of

diplomacy in bringing it about is obscured. He remarks that the

London Times of Xovember 23, 1912, admitted that diplomats

alone caused war. Imagine what would have happened had the

Times dared print such an opinion in 191.^! In 1912 it was safe to

reason about such matters; in 1915 it was unsafe to do anything

other than to cater to the wild emotions of the blood-intoxicated

populace.

Roland Hugins'' repeats the old story of how England was in

1906 secretly committed to act in concert with France in anv case

of war with Germany, though Lord Grey repeatedlv denied such a

fact when interrogated in the Commons. He declared further thai

the London Times of March 12. 1915. said "Herr von Rethmann-

- Arthur Ponsonby. Doiiocracy aud Diplomacy.

•'Roland Htigins. Grnihiiiy Ml'^iudiird. ' : .'
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Hollweg is quite right. Even had Germany not invaded Belgium,

honor and interest would have united us with France." It seems

more than probable that England was diplomatically botmd to her

allies more stringently than her people or her parliament for a

moment suspected ; that a small coterie of diplomats can so bind

over an entire nation is absolutely wrong, regardless of the merits

and demerits in this particular instance.

It is also to be remembered that the Crimean War is said to

have been partly brought about by Lord Stratford de RedclyiTe

who boasted to Lord Bath that he would get back at the Czar for

a personal grudge by fomenting a war! How easily the man in

power can foment a war is demonstrated by Bismarck's faked

telegram which placed the foolish and bellicose Xapoleon III in such

a position that he could not avoid a conflict. However, there were

two sides to this war. as to any other ; the emperor is known to

have shouldered the entire blame for the conflict of 1870 in a letter

to a friend. W. Morton Fullerton. a good apostle of militarism.^

absolves France for 1870 on the theory that Xapoleon III did not

truly represent her ; this appears to be dangerous doctrine because

it would absolve the Germany of 1914 on the theory that the Kaiser

did not represent his people—though emotionalists have proven both

that William II was and was not a power in his empire—in either

case entirely to their own satisfaction. The words written by

Napoleon III to the Comtesse de Mercy-Argenteau just after Frank-

fort nevertheless remain: they are
—

'T admit, we were the aggres-

sors." We are willing to admit that this paragraph proves neither

side of the case ; what it does prove is the utter triviality of the

causes which often lead to wholesale murder.

In the case of the Boer War we have a conflict which is now

viewed apologetically and with shame by the more clear-thinking

and equitable inhabitants of the victorious nation. In The War in

South Afriea J, A. Hobson very clearly analyzes this predatory

struggle, showing first how lies, carefully used, can cause a war.

and then how they were used in this instance. He declares that

his nation scorned arbitration and that a letter from President

Steyn of the Orange Free State was mutilated for public consump-

tion in a way strikingly Bismarckian. for Sir A. Alilner omitted

from its contents anything that would have tended toward peaceful

sentiment and madi it appear exaggeratedly bellicose. The chapter

entitled "A Chartered Press" is a classic expose of the diabolical

activities of this institution when set to war-making. In another

* W. Morton Fullerton, Problems of Pmvcy.
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volume' Hobson explains how imperialism and colonialism connived

together to cause this unfortunate war and to put the Roer States

under the British flag.

Sydney Low is quoted" as saying that Cecil Rhodes admitted

all British grievances could have been solved without war, but that

he wanted the territory from the Cape to the Zambesi, a suzerainty

to which the Boer States could not agree. While the Boers were,

during the war. described as most inferior people, immediately after

the war was won they were praised extravagantly as virile additions

to the empire by their former defamers—Grey, Froude, Geo. Colley.

Hercules Robinson, Bishop Colenso. Kitchener and the London

Standard. The amount of reasoning in such procedure could scarcely

be detected microscopically. Furthermore. England hastened to

adopt the same harsh attitude toward the native for which she

avowedly went into the war to chastise the Boers, and the Boers

themselves were permitted to mistreat British Indian subjects as

much as they liked. So much for the ultimate moral value of war

:

for once the aroused emotion has its psychological discharge there

is utter indiiTerence to the ideals which were used as a cloak of

self-righteousness to camouflage simple aggrandizement.

Alfred Hoyt Granger' says England now admits that the famous

Kruger telegram was not written by the Kaiser and that while France

and Holland rapturously received Kruger on his European visit, he

was spurned by William It. Hobson furthermore declares that

Rhodes "used the legislature of Cape Colony to support and

strengthen the diamond monopoly of the De Beers, while from

De Beers he financed the Raid, debauched the constituencies of

Cape Colony, and bought the public press in order to engineer the

war, which was to win him full possession of his great 'thought.'

the North." It is plain that men fought in this instance for very

uncertain ideals at least, if not purely for material gain and the

love of fight.

We American have had our own unnecessary wars, there being

the Mexican debauch, which General Grant himself condemned as

unnecessary, and the Spanish war. In the latter instance Spain

was apparently willing to grant our every contention'' and McKinlev

was quite as anxious to avoid war as Spain, but propaganda had

succeeded so admirably in inflaming the ill-controlled emotions of

•^

J. A. Hobson. Diplomacy After the War.

" E. D. Morel, Germany and Morocco.

^ Alfred Hoj-t Granger, England's li'orld Empire.

^ David Starr Jordan. War and Waste.
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the masses that armed conflicl was iiicvital)le. Individuals sadlv

lack "the power to suspend l)ehef in the i)resence of an emotionally

excitiuf^ idea" ; wliat can we expect of emotions en masse where

intellect is necessaril}' at the low, average level?" W^illiani (iraham

Sumner^" uses this war to demonstrate the fallacies of militaristic

philosoph}' : he also calls attention to the fact that we blandly forced

our "ci\'ilization" on the Phillipines although we fought Spain for

forcing hers upon them, and that tlic ideas of the nations for the

betterment of the "uncivilized" are mutually antagonistic.

Da\'id Starr Jorrlan^' holds that the Italo-Turk War was largely

fomented by the Hank of Rome, that it was tolerated both by

Britain and Germany because each of them hoped to win Italy to

their Alliance: and that the real \-ictors were the French bankers

who finally stepped in and, with a wave of the hand, stopped the war

to pre^ent Turkey from l)eing too ])adh' beaten ! Prof. Francis

Delaisi of Paris admitted that France was \'itally interested in the

Balkan War and this "\ ital interest" was, of course, pecuniary

:

French money helped both sides in the contest. Xor was this

"France" considered abstractly and in a sense in which no country

exists ; it was individual French investors who thus cheerfully pro-

longed war when it was at a distance : and these were the same

French who wailed so miserably when exposed to it at close range.

It is well known that while internationalistic labor is looked

upon as most wicked, the internationalism of armament trusts was

accepted quite amiably. In l')13 Turkey, an ally of (lermany. con-

tracted with the h'nglish firtu of Armstrong-X'ickers to reorganize

her naval yards. Krupj^ and .Schneider-Creusot were partners in

developing the Algerian iron fields while the British arms trust had

branches in Italy, which cotmtry stood in enemy alliance. Further-

more, the celebrated Mulliuer scare, formulated by a mimition's man

to the effect that (Germany was secretly constructing battleships,

helped the armament men increase their dividends and made war

more' inevitable in 1^'14. ' ''

Again, it is almost imi)()ssible for us to realize that it was an

actual fact that hjigland's phrase "Mistress of the Seas" appeared

(|uite as menacing to (iermauy as did ( Icrmany's "])lace in the sun

doctrine to England. Never will we see ourselves as others sec us.

Even our Monroe Doctrine, denud:d of the extenuating association-^

with wliicli wc habitually surround it in our own minds. a])i)cared

" William James, Psychohf/y.

10 William Graham Sumner. li'nr.

" Op. rit., p. S.
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formidable and perplexins^ to luiro{)e generally.'- As W. L. (iraiic

said/'' however much hjigland felt that her fleet was for purely

defensixe purposes (and she largely did feel so), Ciermany could

not, in the xerv nature of things. \iew it otherwise than as a menace.

And W. Morton FuUerton'* quotes Mr. Cioshen as declaring in 18^8

that this navv must be increased against Russia and might even be

needed against the I'nited States. Certainly men imbued with big

navy ideas fight about tri\ialities quite as readily as do men of big

army ideas ; and while it is not intended to minimize (ierman militar-

ism in the least, it is apparent that we iia\e studiously ignored our

own side of the case while giving tiie other side pitiless publicity.

A commercially unimportant piece of territory like Morocco,

which would be more valuable to all nations concerned if it were

internationalized, has been made a test of prestige between two proud

countries presumably inhabited by adults and not by boasting boys

in their early teens. Should any one care to investigate the de])lor-

able morals of the powers generally in regard to this celebrated

ailair, their infinitely petty bickerings with one another, their endless

machinations and trickeries, their wholesale lies to the world and

their underhanded dealings in secret, their disregard for treaties and

for their solemn word of honor, their flagrant neglect of all that is

good, and just and true and rational and honorable—let him peruse

Germany and Morocco by I*'.. D. Morel. A more terrible expose of

tlie shamelessness of governments coidd scarcely be written.

Then too. purely faked causes can bring about war. At Alge-

ciras France pledged herself faithfully to respect the independence

of Morocco. Subsequently the Sultan was deliberately encouraged

in extravagance and France rej^eatedly expanded her police zone,

always backed up by England. In spite of the fact that France

needed money at home she made a loan of $10,000,000 to the Sultan

with a "rake-off" to her bankers of $2,500,000. Clashes with the

natives were repeatedly provoked—one in particular by deliberate

French violation of a native cemetery—and each clash resulted in

further French seizures. More money was continually forced on the

.Sultan : enormous bills were presented to him for damage inflicted

upon French troops (sic) : French writers faked stories of the

dangers Europeans underwent in Fez. and finally, when public

opinion was sufficiently inflamed. Fez was seized—and Ciermany

protested F"rench aggression in \iolation of her agreement. Such

1- Cf. Max Eastman. Understanding Gc'-inany.

'•'' W. L. Grane, The Passing of War.

1* Op. rit.. p. 4.
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was French morality when desirous of more territory. Of the

morahty of protesting Germany we have sn1)sequently had nausea-

ting evidence.'"

We must remember here and ahvays that "I'rance/' "Germany,"

etc.. are purely a1)stract terms fref|uently representing nothing more

than the pri\ate opinions, grudges and ambitions of a small grou])

of men who have managed to collect i)ower into their own hands

;

a plebiscite on any question—with all the facts known—might result

\ery differently. The Social Democrats, for instance, might really

have represented Ciermany since they were her most numerous party.

There are always antagonistic elements within a state and there

is.no nationalistic lionndary-line to the ills of the downtrodden.

When a few unscrnptdous men are no longer able to throttle a

country, to diff'use and to repress facts as they see fit and to play

upon mass psychologv in order to attain whatever end—good or

bad—they may have in mind: more certainly when men begin to

reason and cease to be herded like impulsive animals, an inter-

national consciousness of race solidarit}- will take the place of [)etty

fratricidal bickerings and human life will become vastly more

pleasant, and obviously more rational.

The unthinking masses are qtu"te bad enough without giving

them any particular incentive to slaughter. It may be remembered

that American sentiment, aroused by unscrupulous public men, once

demanded war with England over absolutely nothing. In 1896

Cullom was denoinicing Britain roundly : Dickinson was calling her

a sinister intriguer ; Lodge was declaring we must strike her ; Jos.

Ilawlev saw her as our natural enemy; Rear-Admiral iJelknap

insisted that her growing navy nnist be crushed ; bjhn P.. Wil-

son lauded war as a good thing and would have seen the Stars

and Stripes over the whole of \orth America : Ambrose Bierce

advised that we pray for war with England, and the dear, old blind

Chaplain of the House furnished the required prayers while the

press howled in rage. I'residcnt ( "icveland; stepped into the mass

brainstorm with a totally unnercssary and extremeU bigoted near
.

ultimatum, and those who counseled moderation were, as is usual,

denounced as traitors and pro-enemy.

Fortunatelv. there were sane and intelligent men guiding the

destinies of England at the time, and a silly and disastrous war

was averted in spite of (jur contentiousness. In a short while Spain

felt the glowing ardor ()f our ])atriotism, this time deflected toward

Cuba, for ulterior motives certainly, becau.se the infinitely worse

'K'f. Tobn Haynes ]-[olniPS. .Vrxc IVors for Old.



suftcrin<;s of other Auicrican republics under cruel dictators had

failed to move us. This titiie public men. the jiress and the pulpit

prexailed in hrinijini,'- about a war which was. in the usual fashion,

demonstrated to be necessary, ri,i]jhteous and forced upon us. ^'et.

be it noted, we found similar bellicose struttin<(s most abominable

and most tremendoush' menacini^ in pre-war ( iermany !

Vor (iermany was \astly misunderstood by outsiders, just as

any nation is so misunderstood."' Dr. l.abberton has called them

a contem])lati\ e nation of poets and thinkers whose dexotion to the

inner life rendered them easily misjudq-ed and certaiidy peculiar.

Perhaps this explanation is as ^-ood as any other. The central jioiut

is that no nation sees facts rclatinc^ to itself other than in a halo of

meaninfjful associations and interpretixe limitations which are im-

known to any other peoj)le. To us ".Xmerica for .\mericans" is

wholesome and rea'^onable : to the la])anese "Asia for Asiatics" is^

the same; \et each nation linds the phrase of the other at least

perplexiuj^ if not positively irritatins^. Pile these misunderstandiufj?

tojj^ether. add thereto armaments in e()ual (|uantitv. <,'arnish with

diplomatic subterfuge and underhanded dealings, season with the

most acrid emotions and you invariably produce war.

Tn the case of the (ireat War we at first adopted a holier-than-

thou attitude and deplored the insanity of luu'ope ; {)ublic men.

pulpit and press agreed here. With the exents culminating in the

Pusitania" a wave of emotion swe])t i)ul})it. press and public, and

war seemed incxitable : but .Mr. Wilson—then against j)rej)aredness

—did not wish our country an armed camj). and ^Nlr. Daniels "re-

fused to lose his head because some ])eople were nervous"— in short,

the government, for some reason, saw lit to a\ert war. Mass emo-

tion at its very height was held in leash, demonstrating again how
easily war can be i)revented if an intelligent and reasoning goxern-

ment desires to prevent it.

I'ltimateh' a change came about; |)recisel\- win- it is too earlv

to predicate, nor are the facts ;i\ailable. l'"\ eutualK' the Senate

fleclared for war in almost the same terms that had ornamented

Reichstag debate for years, and I\oose\elt matched Treitschke in

truculence. At the time when a friendly gift of a billion or of fi\e

billions to the suiTerers from the war would haxe done more tn

demonstrate that one nation at least stood for the highest things,

the \acillate ministry was forsaking a peace-loving Christ as too

"^ Cf. J. H. Lalibcrton. Ih'l(/iuiii ami ( rniuiiiy ; alsci op. cit.. p. 12 and
Sigmund Freud's very rational little volume Kcflccfions on liar and Death.
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idealistic and demanding blood and destruction.'' In short. Ave

finally forsook the hard and bitter path of idealism and nobility

and took what seemed to appear the easy way to a New World

—

that which led by paths of glory through fields of gore.

And. "since the ethical values involved in any given inter-

national contest are substantially of the nature of after-thought or

accessory, they may safely be left on one side in any endeavor to

understand or to account for any given outbreak of hostilities. The

moral indignation of both parties to the ([uarrel is to be taken for

granted, as being the statesman's chief and necessary ways and

means of bringing any warlike enterprise to a head and floating

it to a creditable finish. It is a precipitate of the partisan animosity

that inspires both parties and holds them to their duty of self-sacri-

fice and devastation, and at its best it will chiefly serve as a cloak

of self-righteousness to extenuate any exceptionally profligate ex-

cursions in the conduct of hostilities."'"

We went in ourselves. We should not be criticized for the

}>lunge if half the things we claimed that we could thus attain

could have been thus attained. The incidence of regret falls upon

the fact that we were not sufficiently reflective and reasoning ani-

mals to then postulate how miserable our failure would be. That

it was a failure the results demonstrate, nnd any good that came

after the war and after the efforts of the inept Supreme Council

of Paris, came in spite of these agencies and in no sense because

of them.

'^ P'red. Lynch, Thr ChaUcvgr.

'" Thorstein Vchlen, The Nature of Peace.



ALEXANDER IN BABYLON.

BV H. A.

ACT 1\

Scene: The Hanging Gardens. The time is early morning and from the sum-

mits of the temple pyramids in the near distance rise lazy wisps of smoke

into the sunny air.

Jinter Cassander and lulaus.

Cassander : Thou art new come from attendance on the King,

j\Iy brother?

loLAUS : Yes—if attendance it be called.

To keep in eye his hourly changing mood
Is more pursuit than service.

Cassander: What is his state?

loLAUs: No state at all—his soul is like a wind,

Now chasing laughing Dryads mid spini leaves.

Now hurtling clouds "gainst granite mountain peaks.

Cassander: Why, who would guess? ,My brother grown fantastic'

This windy soul hath caught thee in its breeze

!

loLAUS: Who waits on Alexander reads his mood
And mirrors back its image—safety 's there,

Hadst thou the wit for this thy bones would be

Securer of their flesh.

Cassander: Aye, craft is thine,

As bluntness mine. Antipater did well

To hostage thee, not me, to Alexander.

But keep thy craft sharp-whet.—Who comes here?
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loi.Ai'S : Console thy tender courage ! "Fis not the King.

(Enter Nearchus, Craterus, Ptolemy, Onesicritus.)

0.\E.sickiTL'S: Hail, man of Macedon ! The .sun still shines

On thine attached head? I had supposed

That thou wert gone to greet 1 feph;estion.

C"A.ss.\NUEk: Quiet thy bark! Three-headed Cerberus

Roars not more dismal. From the camp, I come.

Ptolemy: Where stand the soldiers?

C.^SSANDER: Grieved for 1 feph:estion.

But doubly grieved that gilded Persians make

The nearest guard of Alexander's body. • •

Craterus: Yes, I am dispossessed, and Persian boys

With moon-shaped scimitars now take the place

C)f Macedonian swords. , . ,.;..•..

Nearchus: Tiiat Philip's son
:•:..,!

Should so forget King Philip's men! With me.

While he was but a boy, he learned to use

Blade and sarissa. the while I told him tales .:..::,...

C)f lands beyond the seas no Greek had known

And misty worlds to conquer. Now, 1 am old.

(\\ssaxder: lie thinks him god. and all the world a gem - .,
To toy upon his finger

!

OxESiCRiTUs: Cassander's luck! •

Thus kings' disfavor sickens piety!

Cassander: I'\i\or or none, the peril is as near; ....

Hephiestion was his friend.
'

'
. "V ..

Ptolemy: The world 's too big

—

For one to rule this unpartitioned sphere . -

Is pride that tempts the anger of the gods. - -

'Twere best divided. - • -

(A fanfare of Oriental trumpets is heard.)

loLAUs: 'Tis the King returning.

'[~he priests ha\e made him morning sacrifice.

Cassaxder : Stay you who have learned the Fastern bows and scrapes ;

.Mv neck 's too stifif for them. I go. " :,;•- •"
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( )\ESicRiTUS: • Wise, wise!

Thai same slift neck is none too sonndly jointed I

I-"ntcr, from the stair. Alexander surrounded l)y a I^ody of Pcrsion youths

gorgeously robed and armed with curved swords. Alexander is in the

flowing robes of the god Dionysus, thyrsus in liand.

Ai.i:xaxi)ER; The smoke is in my nostrils and llie tn^cs

Of sacrifice witliin my body bnrn !

Sweet-savored blood! Mow man\' bailletldd-.

Have been mine altars and what hecatombs

Have burning cities ottered n\) to me

!

Was ever such a god in high Olympus?

Zeus, Zeus himself is jealous of my might .
".

And rocks uneasy on his cloudy throne

!

Ha! Row. ye Immortals, to )our con()ueror!. . . .

(He sees the generals.)

What men be these, that stand them thus inibenl

In Alexander's {)resence? Down, slaves, down!

Ere in my spirit's burning ye be caught!

(The generals bow down to Alexander. His manner changes.)

Good men. good men they are—wise generals:

This one is Ptolemy, Craterus this one 's called.

And old Nearchus who held me on his knee

—

The rime sea-salt had grizzled all his beard

There where I plucked it—good men, good men all,

-And priests that on many a bloody day

Slaked my desire with ])lood! Farewell, my friends;

1 go to receive the homage of the Sun

:

He'll kiss my hand, and T shall bid him bear

The image of my glory zenith high

!

(Exit Alexander, with Persians.)

Craterus: Xow Zeus defend King Alexander!

(IxESicRiTUs: Tst!

I pray defense for us from Father Zeus

!

There is a maxim of the Delphian god.

"Nothing too much"; here 's much too much a king

With muelv too inuch divinity conjoined

To spell our safety.

Ptolemy {thoughtfully) : Such a thing is ambition?

How ghastly is its image in atiother!
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NjiARCHUS: He remembers still how these old arms did lift

His slim boy's body from his father's courts

And bear him out into the natural hills

To greet the breeze incoming from the sea. . . .

(Jh, I did fear this madness when we stopped

Mid those Nysiean witches who lured the King

To myrtled Meros, there to sacrifice

Unto the vagrant god. Ye do recall

How many madmen there took up the cry,

"Evoe, evoe," as if they were god-seized?

Ptolemy: I have heard say that Philip to his fear

One morning found his bride Olympias couched

With a bright golden serpent. On that day

The babe that was to be King Alexander

By his mother was conceived.

O.N'KsiCRiTUs: Xot gods that are

Xor kings that deem them gods are made to be

Mere men's companions. I am for the camp.

Ptolemy : And I

!

Craterus : And I

!

Xearchus: The old man, too, will go.

These Eastern palaces were not meant for me
;

I long for Macedonia and the sea.

(Exeunt.)

loLAL's: 'Tis so the noon winds blow! Their loyalt)'

Melts thin with the rising sun ! I'or me 'tis well

To keep a kingward eye—though mad, he's royal.

(Exit.)

Euiter Roxana and Rachel, an aged Jewish slave, her attendant. Ro.xana picks

up an ivy leaf fallen from Alexander's garlands.

Roxa.va: He's wreathed with ivy. For a little while

Its leaves are green, and then they fall and fade

And scatter in his path, and are forgotten. . . .

ril keep thee in my bosom, withered leaf

—

Oh, thou didst crown his temples for an hour!. . . .

Rachel, hast thou seen Statira?

Rachel : Aye, daughter.
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Roxaxa: She is not happy—though she be his r|ueeu ;

And all the jewels of her father's throne

Shine cold and shrill upon her. (Jh, 'tis the heart.

And not the crown, that makes a woman queen I

Yes, I do pity her—proud, proud Statira

—

Who is not loved, and loves not—or yet loves

Another. What an empty heart is hers

Beneath her hollow state! \.nd yet, this state

—

Oh, she is haughty, daughter of a king.

And tall and upright in her will to stand

L'p to her father's stature. . . .Then how shall I

—

I and my son, how measured be against her.? .,

Nay, pity is too dear ! There is not space

For her and me in one king's lordly shallow ....

Rachel, what is the hour'-'

Rachel: The prayers are said

Within the temple at Jerusalem;

The priests descend from the altar; 1 lia\e praved

Mv dailv pra\'er with Israel. Xoon is near.

Roxaxa: The appointed hour! Sisimithres should be come.

(Enter Sisimithres, cautiously.)

Roxaxa: Sisimithres!

Sisimithres: He. Roxana's servant ever.

RoxAX.v: Thou bring'st. ...

.Sisimithres: The potion, in this ass's hoof.

Its nature is so chill no other \-ase

Will bear its strength, unbroken. I do give,

Roxana, into thy hands its fused strength

—

For like this world, whereof it is quintessence.

It doth commingle iii so deep a brew

The good and evil principles, that none

—

Save Auramazda shining in his skies

—

Can sa\' if he who drinks of this chill draught

Will wake to \o\e and life or whiten in death.

RoxAX.\ [gazing into the vessel) :

How colorless it is—like mine own life,

No light reflected in it. This shall be

The blade whose sheath 's my heart

!

(She puts it into her bosom.)

537
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Oh. kings sliall learn

Tliat when ihey storm ihe oragg}- citadels

That harl)or women's souls, not they alone -
-"'':.-

For love risk life—risk life, and all. and all!. ...

Sisimithres!

SisiMiTitRES: Princess.

Roxa.va: There is yet Statira.

SisiMiTiiRKs: Begrudge her not. O daughter of Oxyartes,

Her hour of queenshi[). It will he hut hrief.

Rox.\N.\: Mow mean \on ?
.

.SisiMiTin^K.s

:

Royal through Darius, (lueen

Through .Alexander, she should die royally.

Roxaxa: .\\e. aye; thou speak'st with a Magian's riddling longuf.

Si.si-MiTHREs: We Magi know full well the nether stones

That bear this cumbrous palace up from earth.

In the depths there is a silent crypt where lie

The regal dead whom kings could not endure

To share their day with. Royally they lie,

Each stark and gorgeous in his jeweled robe: 7
- .-.:-•

A couch is there belitting ])rond .Statira.

RoxaxNa: IIow wilt thou bring her thither J'

Si.siMiTHREs: l.ove such as I

Do bear the fair Roxana in de\'ice

Is rich. When others sleep the noontide out.

Statira's restless soul leads her astra}'

Through shadowy halls. Old palaces are full

( )f devious ways. To-day. for the lo\c I bear

l^oxana I will keep the noon in \'igil.

Roxaxa: Ah. thou art gracious to me I

.SisiMiTHRE.s: Love is glad

To ser\e its day, waiting for los'c's reward.

(Sisimithres departs; lolaus enters.) .
,.
.

y^oxAXA: The King's cu])bearer!. . . . Tolaus !
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loLAi's

:

W 111) calls .'

All. JVinccss Roxana !

Roxana: I would speak with thee:

How is it with the Kinji'?

loi.Ai'S: \\'li\- now. 'tis thus:

Having mountetl to the terraced qarden's top

And sat there on a golden burnished throne

Flashing his challenge to the sun. he now

Descends again into the shade. Meanwhile I'm .->ent

To summon here Statira : he has thought o" her.

RoxAXA : He speaks of her:

loi.AUS: He sjieaks of man\- souls.

Some li\ e. as she : some are new dead.

RoxAXA :
( )f me?

IoLAL'.s: Xay, not of thee.

Roxana: "Fis thou dost Ijcar him wine.

Is he not often hot—often athirst ?

ToLAUS : Aye, often; and calls for cooling snows. He dreams.

I vow. of honest .Macedonian ice.

Roxaxa: T, too, was horn amid the mountain t'old,

-And fever i' the heat, lolaus. 1 ha\e heri-

.\ li(juid of a })rinciple so cold

That but a single droj) will cool the life

In the most jjarched body. When the King-

Doth call thee for his draught do thou call me.

loi.Ai's: The gods plan shrewHlly ! ( )ut in \ondcr camp

There 's muttering of men and kna\ish thoughts

Popping in heated helmets ; here at home
The once queen finds a potent draught

To calm the ardors of the new-wed King!

Shrewd be the gods, and grim !

Roxaxa: ..:..: Th\ meaning 's hid.

.V)
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loLAUs: Tis naught—save that I choose to wear

lolaus' skin rather than royal purple.

Were I the King I should stay far from camp

Until the season 's settled, and were I King

I'd drink no drink. Farewell, mine errand calls.

(Exit.)

Rox.ana: The camp against the King! Can treason threat

So fair adorned head? Xay, where he walks

No evil thing can stand !. . . . Fkit yet, I fear. . . .

(Re-enter Alexander, with attendants.)

Alex.ander : HephcCstion. . He])hcestion . AW s])eak with Heph;eslion.

Was ever poet kinlier to a king

Than Hephsestion is to me? Castor and Pollux

Are not more like, triitmphant mid their stars.

His sire is Poesy, mine ruddy War,

But, ah, our common mother is hright Love

—

Queen over all the gods

!

(He sees Ro.xana.

)

What maid is this ?

Why, such a form Pve seen mid Bactrian snows

Sun-glinted—alabaster-white she was,

But with a ruby soul that Hashed its flame

Relentless into my soid ! Ileautiful

She was, and she was named Roxana. Maiden,

For the sake of one whom .Mexander loved

Thou shalt be queen of Bactria and shalt hold

High court amid the snows, by eagles guarded.

Thou art so like her. . . .

Where is Hephzestion?*. . . .

He is dead—oh, 1 know well that he is dead.

And they that caused it, they shall feel the edge

Of Alexander's wrath! He was mv brother. . . .

I'll crucify physicians till there be

No more an art of medicine, and none

Be saved to live within this charnel world

Whence sweet Hephsestion "s gone. . . .

Hephsestion

!

The worms will eat thee ; thou wilt rot luiknown.

And the poor eloquence of thine epitaph

Will rouse the laughter and the ribald noise
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Of puny mortals, through their transient day

Swarming like the ants above the sunny ground

Ere the dark earth receive them. Tlioti shalt lie

In cold composure couched, whilst loathed decay

Kisses away thy lips and steals thine eyes

From out their sightless sockets. . . .

Ah, we men.

In wiiat reek of blood we live, to foul with death

The beauties of the world! We slain men, too,

And seen thick blood gatliering on the spear.

Red, red. and gory. . . .

Is Statira come?

I have commanded it. There is a thing

That she must answer for—aye, though a queen

And daughter of Darius!

(Enter Statira, with attendant.)

Ha, 'tis she !. . . .

Statira : My lord, thou didst command mc. 1 am come.

Ai.e.\andp:r: I'd look into thine eyes, for they do say

That when a murder's done, the murderer

Doth leave his image printed in the eyes

Of him that's slain. Thou hast l)een murdered ;

I'd look into thine eyes!. . . . So. . . .so. . . .and so. . . .

How many eyes l)ear Alexander's image

!

In thine I thought to find Hephaestion's,

For he hath murdered thee with lo\e. . . .Go, go!

Prepare thee for thy funeral .... Go, go !

It shall befit the daughter of Darius.

King Alexander's quern. ^leph.Tstion's love!

Statira: My lord. I hear thy will, dmily and afar

As all things are that sound against my heart.

God's winds blow strangely. 1 tere there's nought to say-

Save only that I pity, pity thee.

Alexander: Xay, do not go! For I have need of pitv

—

I am a king, but I have need of pity!

C Enter Kidinnn, who prostrates himself before the King.)
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Ar.EXAXDER: Who is 't comes lierc?" The seer of the stars!.

Oh, is there grace. Kidinnn. in the stars . .

.Xiul prophecy for such a king as 1
.-^ '

.; Z"

KiDi.wr; May Ann. i'>cl and l'"a, Marchik lord. ;

Bestow the Hght of wisdom on the King!

T come witli message from the huhan sage.

Calamis, wliom yon l)rought from ("ianges' hank.

"Greeting." he saith. "from king to king. 1 send

—

"From Calanus. whose emjjire is llie world

"( )f spirit spirit-conqnered. to the king

"Who rules tlie dust and ashes of illusion.

"This night, hevond the walls of luiljylon.

"I light the pyre whereon my hody hnrns

"Quick to its glory—whence my PhaMiix soul

"Shall t1}- triumphant. To-morrow 1 shall sit

"By riunga's changeless j)ool and contemi)late

"The (lav of Alexander, long fordc^ne!"

This sa\". he did command, as king to king.

.\l.i;x AXDKK : Why, here is challenge! Is there such a soul

fn this wide world as durst do more than 1
.'

N'a\'. rc>\all\- shall hum this ro\aI Calanus!

Tinctures and incense and aromatic oils
.

. ,:,-

(hi gilded cedar shall huild him such a p\'re , >

.\s shall outhlaze rich Sardanapalus ! .. . .

N'o soul so like to mine hath this earth hred

.Since living Heracles did mount to his doom

In shirt of .\essns! Mv soul. loo. is llame.

And it shall leap t() greet its element

] figh in th" empvreal husk that rings the world

Which feeds it with comhustion !. . . . I lo. men! Ih)!

r'ring me r.uceph.alus. for 1 would he

( iuest rif this kindred Ikune ! Too long, too long

The w.alN of l'>a1)el liaxe imprisoned" me !

RoxAXA ( t!u'oicu\(i JuTsclf at Jus jcct ) :

My lord, mv sweet, sweet lord ! ( io not ! (\o not !

There is such peril as thou dost not know

P.eyond the city's gates! Stay! Stay! Willi me—
I am Roxana—and thou hast a son !

Stay, stay! My lardr—my sweet, sweet lord !
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Alexaxdkr: Tis the princess of tlie snows—ah. snow and llanie.

Like love and war. do mutually destroy

Each other's beauty! I kiss thee, Snow!

'Tis I am hre: T did consume the world:

Xow to its starry crest I would he whirled!

(Alexander goes out with Kidimiu and attendants.)

Statira : 'Tis so thou lovest him? \h. such are hearts

That beat in women's breasts ! We still must love.

Though they we love be mad. and love be madness. ...

Thou art Roxana? and a i)rinoess once.-'

.\nd a king came, and wooed thee. . . . Xow. but a woman. . .

I was a princess, too. and am woman, now. . . -

W'e all are women only, when w^e love;

And when our loves are gone are something less— -

Are something less, than womati.
. ;

Roxana (risiiuj) : Thou art (|ueen

Statira : Queen ! This palace is not UKjre hugely em[ity

Of the sweet gift of happiness, than am 1

Of all things that can make my qtieenship (]uecnly ! . . . .

Oh, let them make their wars, these bloody men.

But give tis wometi jtist the little right

To love our loved ones for a stmny hoiu'

There where the scented gardens wear their glow!

Roxana: Thou dost sleep— in tlie garden?

.'>T\Tif<A: Sleep! 'Tis sncli a blis^

As queens dispense with ! Xay. 1 walk the noon.

Roxana: Thou shalt not walk to-day.

Statika: How else, lo-rlay?

Is 't thou would'st ha\c lue sleep. I)etter to walrh .... .-:

Thy king's retiu'u ? Xay. he 's not thine, hut mine!

< )li. I am grateful for this king of mine

—

Tliis blood\'. blood\- king! Xay. T shall walk. .• - '

Statira goes out. Roxana .starts as it tn follow her. Then slie turns slo\vl\

hack.

RoxAN.x: Aye. let her walk. . . .We all do walk most strangely. . .

The King's gone to the cani]). where treason. waits

:
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I'll follow him ! I'll follow, follow on

—

And whether life or death shall be the lot

The gods have sorted out, I'll share it with him.

ACT V.

Scene: The Desert beyond the walls of Babylon. The time is night and the

unclouded sky is brilliant with glittering stars. To the right are the

shadowy tents of the King's quarters in the Greek encampment. In the

center the plain stretches away to Babylon, which is revealed low and

black in distant silhouette. A group of palms, to the left, marks the

course of the Euphrates, in the middle distance. From the direction of

the palms, flaring and dying away, is seen the declining glare of the

funeral pyre of Calanus, falling to ashes beside the river bank.

Enter Alexander, Kidinnu, lolaus and the Persian guards. The King's walk

shows him to be weary and depressed. He pauses and gazes back toward

the red glow of the dying fire.

Alexander: Farewell. .. .Thou spirit, Calanus. farewell... ^

May winds and waters bear thy scattered ash

F>ack to thy native East \sh unto ash

—

( )h. what a crutnbling dust man's flesh is made of

!

But souls be made of tire—yes. thou hast shown

What will of man can do. rist conqueror

Over the body's sodden elemetits ....

Kidinnu!

KiDiNNLi: Lord and Kiui^. thy ser\ant hears.

i\LEXANDER : Kidiiuiu, had he so much as moved a limb.

Trembled, or twitched a muscle, when the flames

<^ame s;wiftl\- lirkintj n'rr him. thou hadst seen?'

KiDTNNU : He moved not once, but gave his body up

Freely to the flames. His eyes were on the stars.

.\lex.\ndkr: r)h. were but mine comj)Osurc like to tbat !

For I, I too. do burn upon a ])yre

—

I was begot by flame, and it doth tent

The heart of me with fierce tormenting dreams.

Driving me on and on to wrack this world

With bloody conqttest ! Oh, this fire in me
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Doth deeply hate tlie dark material stut^'

Tis prisoned in, and it would burn such path

—

' Such blaze of freedom, as should lift 1113' soul

To emperv of its kindred in the skies!

Thou know'st the stars?

KiDixxi': My years have lon^ been told

With niq-htb' ()bser\ations of their course.

Ai.Kx AXUF.R : IV^rchance tliese stars are worlds? I'll conquer them

I'll conquer all the stars and be the king

\\'ho rules the far empyrean, and fires

The circling spheres in holocaust!

Kidinnu. thou art wise in Eastern lore

—

The Greeks do say the world—this world of mine

—

.Did rise from ancient burnings, and will burn
- Again and yet again as a?ons count

The slow revolving wheel of Destiny.

Is this thy wisdom, too?

Kinrxxr: Most potent lord

And high, in this thy Greeks are wise with us

And wise with India's sages. We of Babylon,

By the grace of shining gods, have read the change

That measures out the world from fire to fire.

Shamash and Sin and Ishtar, rulers of the signs.

.And those four planets that mark the mighty gvre

• Upon whose spiral swings the yearly sun

—

Marduk of the morn, Xebo the counselor.

Xinib of war. and Xergal lord of night

—

Count out the Change of Ages. It shall be

When peons twelve, each two millennia

And centuries two. are passed since the ancient Flood,

The rulers and the planets shall conjoin

Their glittering powers within the starry Crab.

Then Earth shall burn once more, as Earth hath burned

In countless numbers past, as it will burn

.All times to come, by this conjuncture marked.

.Alexaxder: Why, 'tis a cinder, then—this world of mine!

Dead ashes and black crusts ! Our Calanu.s

—

( )h. he was wdse to burn away the fiesh

.\nd free the lambent stibstance of the soul! .
-
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Ash unto ash and mounting fiame to tlanic. . . .

How dry it crumbles in mine hand! How dross. . . .

This gritty earth he leaves mc!....Xay, I would sleep.

There 's less than fiery god within me now

—

There 's weight of weary man. . . ..Sleep kindly, too.

My friends—beneath the healing stars, sleep kindly.

Alexander enters his tent, accompanied l)y lolaus. The Persians disperse

among the tents. Kidinnu, alone, raises exultant arms.

KiDixNU: Immortal Lights, what consolation sweet

Ye bring to me ! Fulfilment of those Fates

Ye have foretold is nigh, is nigh, and here,

Within, the luxury of hate fulfilled!

(E.xit.)

lolaus comes forth and lies down to sleep at the door of Alexander's tent.

Music breaks in—at first, slow. deep, hesitating—the throb of the desert

and the distant city. Gradually a misty, supernatural light suffuses the

sky and obscures the background. Within the mist moving figures appear

faintly. The music takes up the theme of the Bacchanal song with which

the play opens
—"Evoe ! Evoe !"—and the figyres are defined as a rout

of Bacchanals with Dionysus at their head. But as they pass, in their

misty dance, the dancers change from wine-mad maenads to struggling,

battling men. The music at the -same time becomes grim and brazen

Then grisly death's-head men appear in the vision, and the ghastly note

is echoed in the orchestra. Finally, the whole lurid field is strewn with

prostrate, writhing bodies. Death and War triumphant in their midst.

The moans of the dying and the hoarse discordant triumph of Death

and War bring the music to its climax; the vision fades; and the

orchestra sinks back to the fateful pulse of the desert and old Babylon.

There is a moment of stillness. Then the roar of a lion, returning

from his kill, is heard in the distance. lolaus rouses at the sound, yawns,

stretches and slowly rises. The roar is heard once more.

loL.M's : The lion's bark. . . .The beast should let me sleep

—

Licking his bloody chaps, and howling out

His maw's inflation! Brutes shed each other's blood_

O' night-times, men o" day.s—so time goes, redly.

Fd sleep again—perhaps to-morrow's blood

Will be king's crimson. . . . Pf ! who knows? who knows?. . . .

Ho. ho ! \Miat shades are these that dodge o' nights

Mid lions" walks and thieves'? \\'omen. bv mv soul!

lolaus, hide thee in the crafty gloom

If ever thou didst love Odysseus' wiles!

Enter Roxana, wrapped in a concealing cloak, and Rachel, her slave.
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Roxaxa: "ris this must be the camp. All, could we tiiid

The King^'s own tent!

Rachki.: Morning will soon he risen.

See. in the F.ast the whiteness of the dawn

Steals upward.

Roxaxa : ( )ii. I dread the day. and long for "t.

What leagues these hours of night do seem in passing.

.\nd when passed, what brief transitions ! Rachel mine,

Hast thou borne children?"

Rachel: .\ye—to be men's slaves

Reside the waters of Babylon. My sons!

Roxax.s: .\nd didst thou love—their father?-'

Rachei,: Love "s for the free.

1 bore my sons in pain less than my tears

In bitterness. Fair boys, to look upon.

Roxaxa: ( )h. if one loves it is no easy thing

To cease from loving! I do love this king

Who is my loved son's father, with such love

I'll not surrender him—nay, not to Death,

Xor any Lord of Night! Where he goes. I go.

Rachee: Daughter. I [iray for thee—to Zion's (tod.

Patience through suffering we women learn ;

It is His will.

Roxan'a : Sh ! There is one who sits

Yonder in the shadow—watching. 'Tis lolaus !—
lolaus

!

loLAUS

:

lolaus 'tis.

Roxaxa: . Where is the King?

loLAUs: Where gods take dreamers. He is asleej). within.

Roxaxa: The camp— is there noise there?''

Iolaus: Xay. 'tis quiet.

Roxaxa: He sleeps—calmly or feverish?
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loLAUS:
''

Like a king^. .
-

Who sounds the sleep of kings?

Roxana: - '

'

]ie will awake

With thirst—oh. I know it well. lolans.

(Iften have my hands prepared his morning cup :

I'd do it now.

loLAUS : Why, I'm a spectator

( )f others' fortunes. 'Tis the servant's part.

I'll bring the cup: prepare it as thou wilt.

lolaus goes out. Roxana runs to the tent and listens at the door. Dawn is

breaking. . :

.

Roxana: I hear him stir. (Ih. sleep doth fret his soul!

He is a man to grudge tlie heavy liours

That slumber steals. Sleej) 's weakness, he did say.

lolaus returns with amphora and rhyton. These he hands to Roxana. She

takes them, sets the amphora down and kneels beside it, drawing from

her bosom the vase of ass's hoof.

Rr)XAXA (holding the rhytou out to Rachel) :

Rachel, hold thpu the cup. My hand's unsteady.

I would prepare the draught. . . .His lips will kiss it. . . .

She drops the liquid into the rhyton. Then .suddenly, on her knees, turns to

the rising sun.

Roxana: Auramazda, whom my mother's voice

Taught me to name, be merciful to me!

As she prays the curtain of the tent is drawn, and Alexander appears in the

doorway. He regards Roxana curiously.

Alexander: Roxana. . . praying to tlie Morn., . ."Tis strange. .

How cam.e she hither? How came I'. . . .\\'hat dreams.

What dreams did fret me !.... Roxana !

Roxana (turning) : •

;
- Oh. my lord I

.Alexander: 'Tis long since I have seen thee. I have been

To India in a dream, and in a dream

In Babylon. . . .( )h, I will dream no more!

Roxana: My lord, thou wast in Babylon.
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Alexander: What sayest? • ;.;:-.

There 's \ast confusion there. 1 was confused

With images of gods and men that sought
. .

'

To take god's image—JMctnads and Racchanab,

And friends of kings, and kings. . . .Oh. 'twas a dream!

I was not in Babylon.

Roxana: My blessed lord,

I do beseech thee come far from the city

—

Back, back to Sogdiana with its snows

And the wild sweet winds we loved there, long ago.

W^e'll roses sow, and laugh at the pricking thorns!

.Alexander {gazing tozvard the palms and the Euphrates baiik) :

What are those ashes yonder by the palms?

AA'as there a pyre—last night?. . . .W'here 's Calanus?. . . .

Oh, what a king am I ! Hepha^stion !

Hephaestion I . . . . Ye gods ! ye clamorous gods !

How roars the world with your relentless sound !

Hephxstion ! Hephrestion

!

Roxana: Sweet lord!

I do beseech thee. . . .Oh, my lord! my love!

Alexander: Roxana, thou didst pray to Auramazda?

Thou didst well to pray \nd I, I too, will pray

To him who brings the seasons and their fruits.

My season 's passed, and all its fruits I know. ...

I'll make libation now. Gi\e me the cup.

(Roxana tremblingly takes the rhyton from Rachel and hands it to him.)

.Alexander: Thy hand trembles. . . .and thy lips do move in prayer.

Dost thou love me, Roxana^ : -.

Roxana : My lord, my lord !

Alexander: Why then, 'tis well—and not well. Love me not

—

I am a king, and mortal—love me not ....

How heavy is this wine—there is no glint

In its dark substance—heavy, like my heart.

(He touches it to his lips; then lowers the cup.)

Roxana, didst thou prepare it?

Roxana: Yea, my lord. -
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Alexander: I did deserve it of thee. . . .of thy love,

And of Hephaestion's love. . . .and \ will drink. . . .

But what be these who come?

(Enter Cassander, Ptolemy. Craterus, Nearchus.)

\ly generals

!

Ye come betimes to greet me.

Cassander: Soldier's hours,

And with a soldier's message, in the camp

Our Macedonians are much at odds

With their condition—meritless demerit,

As it seems to them, with Persians nigh thy body,

Themselves, scarred with the toils of war, now left

To gaze upon thy glory from afar.

They long for home—since thou'st no use fur them

—

And for the honest quiet of the hearths

That were their fathers'. 'Tis their demand, through us.

Ai.e.xander: Demand! Why, 'tis demand less strange, more just,

Than that he who bears it is their messenger.

They bore the toils of war? seek its rewards?

Have I a body that 's less scarred than theirs?

Or has one asked me gift that 's been denied?

1 have outmatched desire, as well ye know

—

And I have borne what in thought 's unbearable!

But that is nothing here. Xearchus, tell me,

Doth Cassander speak my Macedonians' wish?

Xearchus: There are old men among them, like to me.

Who long to see their wooded hills again,

And die at home. My King, thou wert happy there!

Alexander: I have denied them naught. I'll not denv

This new thing that they ask. Say to my men
That Alexander bids them march for home.

Xearchus: Oh, they will bless you for it—as I bless!

( Exeunt Generals.

)

-Alexander: Farewell, my comrades! Farewell, my Macedonians

Ye were my father's heritage to me

—

Born mid the clang of war! Too well I loved ve,
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Too well the battle's bloody crest, and all

The high red road to glory !... .Unchanging Siui,

Who bring'st the light of reason to men's minds

And paint'st thereon the shining form of Trutli

—

I drink to thee—and to the Day ! the Day

!

Alexander drains the rhyton ; then turns, dizzily, and sinks upon the couch

within his tent. Ro.xana has been watching him with terrified eagerness,

coming nearer and nearer as he drinks. Now she rushes forward and

throws iierself upon the couch, clasping his body.

FioxANA : Dead ! Dead ! Dead ! Dead ! . . . . .Auraniazda ! . . . .

(The shouting of the soldiers, joyous and exultant, is heard from near by.)

Soldiers: Home! Home to Macedonia ! Home! Home!

Trumpets and drums break in with a lively and bright military march. The
Generals enter, at the head of the Soldiers. They rush forward as they

approach the King's tent. They see that the King is dead. Tliey doff

their helmets, and station themselves beside his couch, the old man
Nearchus at the head, Craterus, the King's captain of the bodyguard, at

the foot. The march music turns from gay to grim, and as the bent and

sorrowing soldiers file past, it descends into a deep-toned dirge. At the

last, the pulse of the desert and old Babylon beats and dies away.

[curtain.]

THE END.



CHINESE WIT AND HUMOR.

BY ALFRED FORKE. ;.:

rHE Chinese have a keen sense uf the huhcrous. lliey Hke a

good joke and make very good ones. We see more smiling

faces in China than in most European countries. With ready wit

a foreigner who has to deal with Chinese peojjle may win his cause

more easily than by long arguments.

Wit and humor in China are in substance very much like ours.

a different local coloring in some. instances being the sole difference.

We even find the various kinds of jocularity to which we are ac-

customed. To prove this and at the same time acquaint my readers

with this branch of Chinese literature. 1 proi)Ose to relate a number

of humorous anecdotes as specimens of Chinese wit and quote a

passage from a famous drama which will give some idea of Chinese

humor.

Wit is not felt hv all i)ersons eciually. not even in their own
language and still less in a foreign idiom. So I am not quite certain

wliether my stories will appeal to the American sense of humor and

elicit a smile. But even if I should fail, T hope that they will throw

some new light 'on Chinese thought, manners and customs, and help

to a better understanding of the oldest of all Oriental peoples.

Everybody knows what wit and humor are, yet a correct defini-

tion is very ditffcult. The views of those who have tried to solve

the problem differ very much. Wit and humor are closely related,

but they are usually distinct from, and even o|)posed to, each other.

Both are creations of our brain and have as their object the

comical, which they ])roduce artificially by some ingenious inven-

tion, which must be novel and unusual. There is an association of

ideas and words that cause pleasure and surprise. Between these

ideas there is such a discrepancy, they appear to us so incongruous,

odd and queer that they excite laughter, an explosion breaking the

mental tension in which the storv has held us.
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So far there is agreement between wit and hnmor. Xow for

the divergence: wit appeals more to onr intellect, humor to our

feeling. Wit is brief, sharp, sudden; humor is slow, meditative,

kind and full of sympathy. Wit finds expression in certain words

and phrases, humor takes its material from situations and char-

acteristics.

Humor is usually joyful and optimistic, wit often pessimistic.

Humor is in keeping with a phlegmatic temperament, it resigns itself

cheerfully to all the small imjjerfections of life, putting up with the

inevitable. W'it goes more easily with a choleric temper, it shows us

all the discrepancies in life but leaves them as they are and does not

attempt a solution.

Humorous contrast is not always surprising and not necessarily

comical, but more lasting than wit, which has a strong momentary

effect.

Chinese wit is best learned from jests and stories passing from

mouth to mouth and sometimes collected. Such a collection is, for

instance, the Hsiao-lin kiiang-chi. in which the anecdotes are arranged

according to the subject-matter under twehe headings. Xovvadays

one finds jokes occasionally in Chinese newspapers, but funm' papers

are still in their infancy.

We are going to base our dixision of the \arious kinds uf wi>

and humor on the distinctions usually made; they arc: haniiless

jests, irony, satire and puns. Of humor we have to consider two

groups according as it deals with external events and situations or

with human eharaeter.

Here we ha\e to notice that the distinction cannot always be

clearly drawn. ( )ne may be doubtful to which class a joke belongs,

since it may contain elements of various groups. E.g., a pun can

at the same time be ironical and refer io a comical situation. It is

often hard to say whether something is to be conceived as wit (.)r

humor. Some critics hold that tlie ancients had no humor at all,

which they claim is a product of modern times. ( )n the other hand,

.Aristophanes is by some called a humorist. Swift is generally con-

sidered a satirist, but some take him for a humorist too. In many
humorous works, as in Don Quixote of Cervantes, the comedies of

Moliere and Dickens's novels, wit and humor are blended. In Don
Quixote they say that only the scenes with Sancho Pansa are

humorous, and those in which Don Quixote is the hero, comical or

satirical.

Let us now turn to the Chinese. I Itegin with two harmless
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unpretentious jokes in wliicli tlie discrepancy of ideas makes one

laugh.

1. flaif-Killiruj.

A rich man met a poor devil and said to him: "I shall give

yoti a thousand dollars if yoti allow me to kill you as you stand

there."

The poor man meditated a moment and then said : "Give me
five hundred dollars, and then kill me lialf."

2. Only Rice.

A woman who was entertaining a paramour during the ahsencc

of her husband, was startled by hearing the latter knock at the

door. She hurriedly bundled the man into a rice-sack which she

concealed in a corner of the room : but when her husband came in,

he caught siglit of it and asked in a stern voice, "What have you

got in that sack?" His wife was too terrified to answer, and after

an awkward pause a voice from the sack was heard to say, "Only

rice."

In contrast to the preceding mild and good-natured jokes.

iruiiy usually contains an indirect and covert attack, a derision of

human weaknesses. It is a form of speech by which the speaker

says something quite dififerent from what he thinks. Lender cover

of words sounding perliaps quiie innocent he expresses his dissent

and disapprobation.

The next two stories will show this. The first is a joke played

upon a simpleton, the second a gibe at an incompetent officer.

.\ Salt Diii'Kw.

A })easant came to the capital and was invited to dinner by a

friend. Among other dishes there was also a plate with duck eggs

boiled in brine. When he tasted them he said: "Is not this strange?

How can these eggs be salty?" "Oh," replied his friend, "you do

not know that here in Peking we have a special breed of salt ducks,

and of course the eggs they lay must be salty too."

4. The Targct-iiod.

There once was an officer ^vho during a battle fought in the

first ranks with the utmost courage, but tiie enemies were so strong

that he was on the point of succumbing when suddenly an unknown
person came to his assistance and turned the impending defeat into
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victory. After the battle the officer prostrated himself before his

savior to thank him for his help, and asked him: "Who are you,

venerable god, to whose kindness I owe my life?" "1 am the target-

god," said the other, "and came here to sa\e ycju."

"What has your humble servant done to l)e worthy of your

mercy, that Your Divine Majesty should take the trouble to come

to his rescue?" said the officer. The target-god replied: '"I wished

to show you my thankfulness for the kind consideration you always

had for me when you were at target-practice, for not one of yoiu-

arrows ever hit or wounded me."

Whereas irony contains an indirect attack, satire attacks directly

disdaining the cover behind which irony conceals itself. It is the

sharpest form of wit, often caustic and then called sarcasiii. It

ridicules mercilessl)' vices, faults and all kinds of abuses. Tleri- arc

two examples

:

5. The Use of Books.

There was a nurse with a baby that was always crying and

refused to sleep. Suddenly a thought flashed upon her and slu-

exclaimed: "Master, master, bring me a book." i ler master in-

quired: "What do you want a book for?" and tlr.^ nurse answered:

"Whenever I see you taking a book, immediately afterward vou

are asleep."

6. Had Luck of a Doctor.

There was a doctor who understood so little of hi.^ profession

that e\'ery now and then he killed one of his p;Uienls. I le had a

son and a daughter. < )nc- da\' he had again sent the son of a famil\'

to the other world, and since this family was not at all satislied, he

gave them his own son in compensation. Sul)se(|uenlly, Ik- had the

misfortune of dispatching the daughter of a couple and was obliged

to give them his own daughter, so that he remained alone with his

wife. They felt very lonely and miserable, when again some one

knocked at the door and asked for the doctor. Tie went out himself

and inquired of the man for whom it was. The man said that it

was for his wife. The poor doctor went back into his room, and,

shedding tears, said to his wife: "F see if coming. There must be

somebody who has cast an eye on you."

In the jokes so far dealt with the wit lies in one or more sen-

tences. If it is contained in one or more words we sj)eak of a fu)i.
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The same word is used in two more or less incongruous meanings.

To translate puns is very difficult, because a word may have two

significations in one language but not in other languages. Therefore

the translator must find something similar in his own language,

that is, make a new pun himself. This has been done, for instance,

with great success by Schlegel and Tieck in their German version of

Shakespeare's plays. Many Chinese puns are untranslatable. I

hope that the following stories may pass in English also

:

7. Too Low. —
in order to study a student had taken (quarters in a monastery.

On the morning of the first day he went out on a walk, and when
he came back in the afternoon he told his servant to bring him a

book. The boy brought him the*Collection of the Masterpieces of

Literature, but the student said, "Too low." Then the boy brought

the History of the Han Dynasty, and again the student said, "Too

low." The boy then brought the Anthology of the T'ang Poets, only

to receive the same reply, "Too low." /\. priest in an adjoining

room had overheard this and was very much astonished. He went

over to the student's room and addressed him thus: "If a man
thoroughly knows one of the three works mentioned, he may be

considered a first-class scholar, why do you say 'Too low'?" The

student replied: "I was just going to take a nap and therefore

wanted a thick volume to place iinder my neck as a pillow."

8. The Golden O.v.

There was a district magistrate who had his birthday. The
clerks and constables of his office having foiuid out that he was

born in a rat year, all of them subscribed money and made a rat

of pure gold, which they gave him as a birthday present. The
magistrate was highly pleased and said: "You have really had a

capital idea, but you do not know that the birthday of the lady will

also be in a few days." The clerks replied that they really did not

know, but would be glad to learn under which animal the lady

was born. "The lady," said the magistrate, "is only one year

younger than T, and her heavenly sign is the ox."

The rest of my tales are more humorous than witty. We may
divide them into two groups. The first group, of which I offer one

specimen, gives us ludicrous sitnatiojis ; the second deals with ridic-

ulous eharaeters. Comic situations may be brought about by a
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peculiar connection of circumstances, by accidents, mistakes or mis-

understandings, and not so much by human actions. Such a funny

situation is the basis of the following anecdote :

9. ./;; Invitation to lea.

It is the custom in China to offer tea to a caller. One day a

visitor called on Mr. Wang, who had not a tea-leaf in his house.

He sent his servant to borrow some from his neighbor, but the boy

did not come back. Meanwhile his wife was preparing the boiling

water, filling in more and more, until the kettle was full to overflow,

but no tea was forthcoming. Finally the wife called her husband

to come to the kitchen and said to him: "I am afraid that we will

not be able to offer tea to our guest, but you might invite him tn

take a bath."

In the humor based on rliaractrristics. human activity prevails

and it is derived from the peculiar character of the actors, who
amuse us by their folly and absurdity. Comic actions are in oppo-

sition to normal ideas. There is a great incongruity between the

aims and the means eiuployed. TTere we meet the well-known

comic characters which play the saiue role with tis as in Chitia.

Everybody knows the himible position of women in Chin;^.

Nevertheless, they manage even in China to dominate in matrimony

and make the husband their slave, who li\'es in constant fright of

his tormentress. This incongruity of a being nuich stronger phys-

ically and mentally and yet governed by a mucli weaker one ha'^

a comic effect. There must be a great manv tcrrorirjcd liiisbands

in China, for the stories in which they are laughed at are numerous.

I select the following specimens

:

0. Thr I-'inr TrrJtis.

A district magistrate was sitting in hi? court trymg cases

Wlien the chief clerk appeared and took his seat the magistrate

perceived that his face was full of scratches, so he asked him:

"What have you done with your face?" The man said: "Yesterday

evening I was sitting under my vine trellis enjoying the cool breeze,

when all at once a gust of wind overturned the trellis, which fell

upon me and scratched my face."

The magistrate did not believe the story and said: "Evidently

these are scratches of finger-nails. T am sure that you had a quarrel

with vour wife and were thus scratched bv her. Is it not so?" The
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cierk blushed all over and said, "Sir, you guessed right." "Is your

wife such a dangerous person?" inquired the magistrate, "T shall

a\'engc you, summoning your wife before my tribunal and givitijE;

her a good thrashing." just while he was uttering these worrl^

his ladv came rushing iu from the background and said, "Whom
are you going to beat ?"

The magistrate hurriedly told his attendants : "The sitting is

adjourned. Leave the hall quickly. My vine trellis may collapse

at any moment."

10. The Club of fU'U pecked Husbands.

Ten gentlemen who were \ery much afraid of their wiAes. by

whom they were ill treated at home, met by chance in a temple and

resolved to form a club. They celebrated the e\ent by a dinner,

but when they were just enjoying themselves their ten wives ap-

peared tmin\ited. Xine out of the ten husbanrls managed to escape,

only one remained keeping his seat unmoved and a[)[)arently undis-

turbed by the alnise hurled against him by the enraged women.

When they had left at last the nine men came forward and said:

"We have not his courage, let us make him oiu- chairman." but

when they came near him they saw that it was impossible. The

fright had been too much for the poor man, he had expirefl in the

chair.

Ignorance and dulness are often ridiculed in China. Even

teachers who as a rule enjoy the highest esteem, much more than

in any foreign country, are not spared, as will be seen from the

following anecdote

:

11. The Wmiuj Terson Pied.

A gentleman's mother had died, and he asked a teacher to write

a f.tmeral sermon for her. The teacher copied a ftmeral sermon for

a dead father from a collection of sermons and ga\ e it to the man.

Rut as soon as the man looked at it he said that there was a mistake.

.\t the word "mistake" the teacher became very angry and said:

"I tell you. Sir, this sermon is printed in a book, and not a single

character can be wrong. Tf there is a mistake, it can only be that the

wrong person died."

Boasters and braggarts are favorite comic figures and often

intentionally caricatured l)y grotesque exaggerations of their fan-
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faronades, a device very appropriate hero ami calculated to enhance

the comic effect. Here is one instance.

12. Boast in (J.

Two tra\elers met and each told the other ahoiil the wonder-

of his country. The first said: ""In my countr}- there is a hath-tuh

which has room enough for more than a thousand people to hathc."

The other man said: "That hath-tub is not so wonderful after all,

but in my country we ha\e a bamboo which grows straight to

heaven, and, when it reaches heaven and cainiot go farther, it bends

and grows down to earth again. That is wonderful indeed."

The other traveler expressed some doubts saying: "Mow could

there be so big a bamboo?" but the story-teller rejoined: 'Tf it

were not for our big bamlioo. how could they make a hoop for your

big bath-tub?"

In China we also hnd the fault directly op[KJsite to l)oasting.

namely excessive modesty which undertakes to minimize everything,

even things which do not admit of it, and thus becomes ridicidous

as in the follow'ing instance.

1 .V The Couuuov Monii.

There was a man who when talking with others would always

disparage his own things and call them common. ( h\e night he had

invited a guest, and while they were flrinking, unex{)cctedly the

moon rose. The guest was full of enthusiasm and said, "1 did not

imagine that to-night in your house we shoidd have such a splendid

moon."

The host rose, saluted his guest and said: "I am overwhelmed

by your kindness. This is oidy the common moon of my huml)le

cottage."

Avarice seems to be a wide-spread \ice in China and is made

the butt of ridicule b}- the humorists. One of the liest Chinese

comedies entitled The Slai'c 7vho (Guards J I is }T)i!ey shows us the

dealings of a miser, who has many traits in common with L'Ax'are

of Moliere. I have two short stories on the same subject:

14. Ttte Ih-owuiug Miser.

A miser fell into a river, and his son shouted: "Melp. help:

rescue mv father, 1 shall ])ay a big reward." The drowning man
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lifted his head out of the water and said, "Offer them half a dollar.

If they want more, I do not care to he rescued."

15. Rich and Poor.

A rich man said to a poor fellow: "I possess a fortime of a

hundred thousand dollars, do you know that?" The poor man
replied : "That is nothing-, I also have a hundred thousand." The
rich man asked, "Where are your hundred thousand?" to which the

other replied : "^^ou ha\e the money, hut do not use it. T want to

use it, hut cannot. Is the final result not the same?"

Filial piety is considered the foundation of all Chinese virtue

and therefore much more emphasized in China than with us. A

peculiar conception of this c-ardinal \irtuc is lield hv the hero of

the following storv :

16. J-he Filial Son.

The father of a man was very sick, and the doctor told the

son: "The case is almost hoi)eless. There is onlv one remedy left,

if you are a filial son and agree to cut a piece of Hesh from a limh,

from which a medicine can he prepared. Perhaps this would tovich

Heaven and Earth and save your father's life."

The son said, "That is not difficult," took a knife and went out.

It was a summer morning and rather warm, so he found a man
sleeping almost naked in front of his house in the street. He went

to him and tried to cut a i)iece of t1esh from his leg. The man
awoke and shrieked with pain, hut the son waved his hand and said:

"Don't make such a noise. Don't you know how excellent a deed

it is to cut out a piece of flesh for the purpose of saving a father's

life^"

A rich field of Chmese humor are novels and com.edies, Chi-

nese dramatic art reached its climax already under the Mongol

dynasty in the fourteenth century. The religious-philosophical

dramas of this time in which the doctrines of Ruddhists and Taoists

are satirized in a burles((ue way are perhaps the most original pro-

duction of Chinese dramatists. I am going to quote an episode of

one of these plays, the Tich-kiiai Li. which illustrates the trans-

migration of souls.

A corrupt judge Yo-shou dies and is condemned by the King

of Purgatory to he jilunged into the cauldron of boiling oil, but is
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saved by the I'aoist (icnius I ai Tung-pin. who converts him to

Taoism. Tlic following; amusing scene takes place in Hell:

Kiii(j of Urll: Kexerend Master. 1 ought to have gone to meet

you, and am ashamed of m\- lack of courtesy which is inexcusable.

/.// Tnng-piu: \ have to sjjcak to you of a serious matter. What
crime has ^'o-shou committed that vou inflict such a ])unishment

on him :

A'/////: ^'ou do not know that this abominable creatttre
(
i)ointing

to 'S'o-shou). while being assistant-judge of the tribunal of Cheng-

chou, sold justice and took liribes on everv occasion. I Te is a miser,

a monster of aAarice. and must go into the caiddron.

Lit: (ireat king, imitate the virtue of God who likes to gi^e

life to all creatures. Though this man mav he ver\- greedy, still

he is predestined for a religious life. P>esides. he is converted now.

he has pronounced the \ows. and I make him my disciple. (
'•ut of

regard for me join his soul to his bo(h' again and send him hack

to the world.

K'uuj: Let me see. ( lie looks out.) What a misfortune! The

wife of Yo-shou has this very moment burned the bodv of her

husband.

Lit: What can be done?

Yo-shou (aside): ^^'hat infamy, what cruelty! 0\\. my wife,

you were in such a hiuTv to do awav with mv bodv?" Could vou

not wait at least one day more ^

Li'i: You might substitute another body for his own. Great

king, what do you think "r

King: \'er}- well. (Looks.) In the suburb of Cheng-chou

there is a young butcher, dead for three days. His family name is

Li. Strange thing, the warmth of his body is not yet quite gone

Venerable Immortal, 1 can cause the soul of Yo-shou to trans-

migrate into the body of the butcher. What is your idea ?" But I

must tell you that the btitcher is horribly ugly, he has blue eyes.

Lii : I accept. (To Vo-shou.) Yo-shou. your transmigration

is under way. You see, your soul cannot be reunited to your body

because your body does not exist any more. Your wife has burned

it. Rut this mishap must not leave any unnecessary regrets in your

mind. You will transmigrate into the body of a young butcher,

who was not a handsome fellow. You will have blue eyes. F)Ul

what does it matter? Have you not just now renounced all greed

and voluptuousness? Y"o-shou, remain always faithful to vour

vo\vs : remember well m\ exhortation'^. Xow. vour new name will
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be Li-shou, and your religious name Tieh-kuai. Go and leave the

city of the dead.

(Yo-shou thanks Lii Tung-pin and quits Hell at once.) In the

house of the butcher Li the dead body of his son is lying on

a bed, and the entire family in an agony of grief is assembled

around hiin, when suddenly tlie dead man comes to life again

and sits up on his bed.

Yo-shoK (astonished) : My wife, sheriff, my son, where are

you ?

Father of tiic BiitcJicr (in a frenzy of joy) : Thanks to Heaven

and Earth ! My son has been resuscitated.

Yo-shou (with an angry tone) : Silence. (jO to the court, only

there I do business. Has there ever been such a row ! What im-

pudence! They come even into my sleeping-room.

Patlicr: I am your fatlier, this is your wife. My son, do you

not recognize mc?
Yo-shou: Let me see, come nearer. .. .Truly, I do not recog-

nize you.

Father: What strange language!

Wife of the Butcher: Li, my husband, you recognize me? You

recognize your wife who loves you so dearly?*

Yn-slmii (with an irritated tone) ; Sheriff, turn all these people

out.

Father: My son, come iiack to yourself.

U'lfc: Is it conceivable that he does not recognize his own wife?

]'o-shoii: ( )h. you deafen my ears. Let me meditate a moment.

(Crosses his hands over his forehead and meditates.) Yes, now 1

remember the words of my liber.-itor when I left Hell. My soul

has transmigrated into the bod}' of a butcher. The house where

I find myself now is probably that in which he lived. What can

I do to get out of it? (.Moud.) Listen; it is rjuite certain that

just now T was dear], nnd it i'^ equally rortain Ihnt T am only half

resuscitated. Mv soul i^ in. ni\- b(id\-, but m\' '>pirit i^ not. It re

mained in the Cheng-huang temple. I must go and fetch it.

Father: Daughter, give some incense-paper to your husband.

JVife (with animation) : Yes, but in the state in which he is

I do not want him to go alone to find his spirit.

Yo-sho\i (angrily) : I shall go alone, I shall go alone. Don't

you know that the spirits take to flight as soon as they behold a

living being? They are extremely timid. You would frighten mv
spirit. (He rises, tries to walk, and falls backward.) Oh, this fall

has killed me.
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I'athcr: My son, what are you thinkine^ of? Vou know thai

you have one le<j crooked. Wherefore do you attempt to walk?

JJ'Ifr: Li, my husband, one cannot walk with one h'^i;. Do you

want your crutch ':'

]'o-slioii: Aly crutch! (Aside.) < >h, my spiritual father, why
did not 1 transmigrate into a more perfect body? In my former

life, when I was judge at the tribunal. I had a crooked conscience,

and now 1 am reborn in tlu's world with a crooked leg. That is

just retribution.

Father : Do yr)u wish \'our crutch?

]'() sIk^ii : "N'es. bring it. ( Yo-shou takes the crutch and begins

to walk.)

JJ'ifc : Lean on me.

]'o-slion: Xo. no. go back. (Leaves the house.) Don't follow

me. you would frighten mv spirit.

Yo-shou walks back to his old hotue. but has great diificulty

in fmding it. At last he asks somebody.

]'o-shoii (to a passer-by) : Cotdd you tell me where 1 live?

Possrr-by : No.

)'o-shoH: Do you know where the house of Yo-shou is?

Passer-lyy (showing the house) : Here it is.

Yo-sJiQu (surprised): How it has changed!

Passer-by. After the death of Yo-shou, Han-wei-kung. touched

by the great qualities and virtues of this magistrate, wished to treat

his widow with generosity. .So he had his house painted and the

pavillion behind decorated, and all the inhabitants were forbidden

to enter there.

Yo-sJiou: Thank you. (Aside.) Touched by my virtues! I

(h.ink, rather touched by the charms of my wife. Xever mind. Let

us enter.

Y'o-shou reveals his identity to his people, but is claimed by the

butcher and his daughter, who appear to fetch him back. Roth

^\otuen begin to rpiarrel, each claiming him as her husband, and

finally go to court. I'.ut the case is settled by Lit Tung-pin. who
arrives from Hell and takes his new disciple with him.

Among humorous no\els the Ching-liiia yitau, of which Giles

in his History of CJiincsr Literature gives some extracts, ranks verv

high. \\'it and lumior constitute the spices in literature, and we
must admit that the Chinese are not inf'^rior to our writers in making

a judicious use of this seasoning.
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BY chari.h;s kassel.

ON the 29th day of October. 1901, a rare personality passed away,

leaving behind him memorials of intellectual and poetic gifts

such as would have cast luster on many a prouder name in literature.

He was modest and self-depreciatory and at his death directed that

his manuscripts be destroyed, but by happy chance a little book called

ProfCits had been printed in earlier years for circulation amont^

friends, and this work was republished in 1910 by the ( )pen Court

Publishing Co. The sublime philosophy of Proteus, and its surpas-

sing beauty, made an instant appeal to Dr. Patil Cams, whose dis-

criminating judgment saved from utter loss a prose epic of evolution.

The earthly history of the author of Proteus was a heroic and

impressive one. A preacher l)y instinct, his utterance displayed that

forefeeling of coming e\'ents which marks in every age the great

spiritual crusader, and his discourses, during a ministry of more than

forty years, aiu])ly attest that at cverv stage of his career he was in

advance of the time.

As early as 1857, while ministtT of the Cnitarian church at

Dover, New Hampshire, his })ulpit had resounded with hery invec-

tive against slavery—and this, too, when the .Vbolitionist was looked

upon askance at the North, when the press was still unsympathetic

and the mercantile classes antagonistic toward the agitation, when

colleges and universities were silent upon the question and separate

accommodations for negroes on railroads and steamboats and in th.e

churches and theatres testified that the state of sentiment at the

North then differed little from the state of sentiment at the Soutli

now.

\A'hen, in 185^^'. John Brown paid with his life for the plot tliat

failed at Harper's Ferry, the young minister in a deliverance of

which a striking passage has been preserved in A'on Hoist's Historx

of the Ihiitrd States, marked the event ns the harbinger of the "irre-
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pressible conflict." Speaking a few weeks later, from Theodore

Parker's pulpit in P)Oston, our minister reemphasized the prediction,

and with remarkable foreknowledge bespoke the course of events.

The threat of \iolence. lie declared, which in the precetling year

had alTected e\en anti-slavery men with a shudder, \vould be uttered

the following year in every Xorthern legislature as a thing of course

;

and within a few years, he said, the attack uj)on sla\ery for which

John Brown had paid the forfeit of his life would be repeated on

a grand scale by the entire North.

The great audience at the -Music Hall doubtless referred these

prophecies to the exuberance of a youthful and fervid imagination,

though to Parker himself, then in Italy, they were significant and

momentous. The faith in a pacific solution of the sla\'ery question

was well-nigh universal at the North, and more than a year after

the delivery of this sermon the belief in a settlement by compromise

prevailed everywhere. \\'hen, indeed, as late as January, 1861,

three months before the storm broke. Governor Andrew of Massa-

chusetts, a Republican and a friend and admirer of John Brown,

placed the militia of his state on a war footing, the act, as Schouler

tells us in his History of the United States, met the ridicule and

derision of his entire party.

The early stages of the struggle he had foreseen found our

minister at his station anxiously awaiting the event which would

serve to him as a signal for. action on his own part. President

Lincoln, though setting his face sternly against secession, had, to

the sorrow and disappointment of the young preacher, disclaimed

all intention of interfering with sla\-ery at the South, and Congress

itself, on the very day of the battle of Bull Run, had adopted a

resolution gi\ing solemn expression to the same sentiment. The
Abolitionists were still a small body with limited inlluence and their

program was highly distasteful to the powerful classes. Emanci-

pation of the slaves, indeed, was beyond the power of the Federal

Government under the Constitution, and there was everv inclination

among Northern men to leave slavery untouched where it was
already established. But emancipation was inevitable in the progress

of the war, little as the fact may have been foreseen bv the mass

of men, and the eager young minister bided his time and from his

outlook at Dover interpreted to his hearers the events gathering to

a climax.

The North, meanwhile, was steadily losing. Bull Run ended

in a rout, and at Ball's Bluff, too, success came to the South, though

the moral effect of these victories was offset somewhat by the
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achievements of Farragut at New Orleans and of Grant at Fort

Donelson. The Peninsular Campaign, upon which McClellan set

out with a splendid army and the high hopes of his government,

ended by July, 1862, in ignominious failure. Close upon the heels

of this crushing disappointment followed the disaster of Pope in

\'irginia, and the summer of 1862 went out in gloom. Displacing

]\IcClellan in command of the Army of the Potomac, Burnside

struck at Fredericksburg in December, 1862, and sufifered a terrible

defeat, while Hunter, succeeding Burnside, went down before Lee

at Chancellorsville in May following.

In that hour of despondency, when the catastrophe was at its

height, the subject of our sketch stood like a tlaming monitor in his

pulpit at Dover. In words that peal like golden trumpet blasts he

proclaimed the providential nature of the agonizing struggle, and

he foretold complete victory for the armies of the Xorth if only

all word of compromise with slavery should fade from the lips of

Northern leaders. The finger of the Almighty himself, he said,

had marked that hour upon the dial-plate of time as the hour of the

nation's deliverance from an incubus that was menacing its very

life and destiny. Providence was calling to the North, he declared,

to write as the motto upon its standards the principle of freedom for

the slave, and it was at the cost of moral paralysis, and consequent

physical defeat, that the more powerful side in the contest was

suffering the great call to go unheeded.

It is impossible to read the discourses of that period without

a deep sense of the tremendous feeling which inspired them. In

few of the utterances of the time is there such exaltation of tone.

He saw the fearful ordeal as a painful but necessary process in the

nation's history. Time had been when the terrible contest might

have been avoided, but the nation had paltered overlong and now

the bitter surgery of war was needed. In all the suft'ering and

sorrow he felt the invisible hand of the Deity, and on every occa-

sion his voice echoed the thought.

Throughout these remarkable sermons preserved in faded manu-

script, there are constant suggestions of the Hebrew prophet, so

true is the insight into the meaning of events, so deep the feeling

of divine agency at the heart of the storm, so calm the confidence

in the outcome despite the blackest prospects. The land had griev-

ously sinned, and the sin must be wiped out in blood as in the days

of old, but the fate of the nation was sure, and nothing could defeat

the ends of Providence. Again and again he gives words to these

thoughts.
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In September, 1862, the war entered the phase which our mhi-

ister had awaiteii. President Lincohi issued his prehniinary procla-

mation of emaiicijjation antl the nation definitely committed itself

to the policy which the Dover pastor had from the first so insistently

urged. The Abolitionists had won. The movement which had been

a hissing and a scorn among the influential classes at the North was

vindicated. The ground upon which John Brown had stood at

Harper's Ferry was now, as the young preacher had predicted at

the !Music Hall in Boston, the ground upon which stood the entire

Xorth.

The declaration of emancipation was the signal the heroic young

minister had awaited. In ( )cfol)er, 1862, hega\e U]) his jjulpit at Dover

and enlisted as a private in a regiment of nine-month men from

New Hampshire. Made chaplain shortly after, he accompanied

his regiment to New Orleans as part of the r)anks F,xpedition, and

at New Orleans, under General Inanks, he became conspicuously

connected with the work of education for the enfranchised blacks

and that labor system for negro refugees which became the subject

of such bitter discussion in Abolitionist circles, and which finally

an address of rare eloquence and nobility from the young chaplain

served to allay.

The connection of the New Hampshire chaplain with the labor

system of General Banks represents an incident of surpassing

interest in his career. That system was intended to meet the com-

plex problem which inhered in the plague of negro refugees who
besieged the federal army-posts and devoured the substance of the

Northern conquerors. It sought the return of the refugees to the

plantations— a forced returiL it is true, under safeguard for the

health, just compensation and protection of the blacks, but a forced

return none the less. That the system would be assailed at the North

as a reestablishment of slavers' was foreseen, but instant measure.s

were necessary to save the negroes, who were dying in hordes, and

at the same time preserve the plantations from ruin and the army
stores from dangerous depletion. It was not because of his talents

alone, therefore, but likewise because of his standing and prestige

as "a John Brown Abolitionist" that the New Hampshire chaplain

was so conspicuously associated with this work by General Banks,

and the stamp of his name upon the system, with the reassurance to

the Abolitionists found in his eloquent letter to Garrison, rescued a

plan vitally necessary at the time from the odium which would other-

wise have overwhelmed it.
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U'ith suitable details of troops our chaplain and his associates

in the work visited the plantations on each side of the Mississippi

for many miles, investigating the treatment of the negro laborers by

their masters to whom they were hired, correcting abuses and punish-

ing excesses. In the course of this work most of the plantations in

the Department of the Gulf came under his inspection, with the

living conditions of thousands of ex-slaves.

It was a bizarre work. That the task should be doing at all was

sufficiently extraordinary, but that it should be doing by a Northern

anti-slavery clergyman, whose very presence on the soil two years

before would have been the signal for a hanging, smacked of the

unreal. He might have been pictured to the imagination of Northern

children as a knight errant faring with his armed followers through

a hostile land to right the wrongs of an oppressed and broken race.

In October, 1863, the labor system inaugurated and in fair

working order, our chaplain was appointed inspector of schools for

freedmen in the Department of the Gulf, and in March following he

was made Secretary of the Board of Education for the Department.

His report, issued at the close of the \'ear, is a recital of absorbing

interest, and in the heroic effort of which it tells, to impart the rudi-

ments of learning to a backward race, under difficulties almost insur-

mountable, this report occupies a uni(|ue place in the literature of

the period. Its pages yield a moving story of hundreds of courage-

ous young women, often of Southern lineage, who dared peril and

[prejudice and bra\ed inimmerable hardships that the unfortunate

blacks, both young and old, might taste the sweets of knowledge.

Against a background of intensely hostile feeling on the part of the

native white population and powerful local interests, this obscure

drama was enacted under our minister's supervision and that of his

associates, and it would be difficult indeed to tind a page of Civil

War history richer in interest or more grateful to the reader's sense

of duty worthily done than is bound u]j in the four corners of this

report.

In the case of Chaplain Wheelock the work held, as may be

imagined, a i)eculiar and powerful interest. It presented an oppor-

tunity for putting to practical test the lofty principles to which he

had committed himself so unreservedly in the sermons before the

war. Of all asi^ects of the slave system, none had seemed so black in

liis eyes, and none had been denounced by him with such fire and

passion, as the hopeless ignorance to which it consigned its victims.

He must, therefore, have regarded it as a providential thing that in

the hour of military victory the task of undoing this great wrong and
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of demonstrating the capacity of the negro to receive and appropriate

knowledge should have fallen so largely to his hands.

The war ending, Mr. Wheelock removed with his family to

Texas. Here during what is commonly known as the period of re-

construction, he occupied a number of important public offices. At

one time he was State Superintendent of Public Instruction, at an-

other Reporter of the Supreme Court, and his last public service was

that of Superintendent of the State Institute for the Blind, which

office he relinquished in April, 1874.

In 1887, Mr. Wheelock organized a Unitarian society in Spokane,

Washmgton, and for two years served as its minister. He then

returned to Texas and not long after began his pastorate of the

Unitarian movement at Austin, in which work he continued for eight

years, when the gathering infirmities of age compelled his resigna

tion. It was probably during the interval between his resignatiot;

as Superintendent of the State Institute for the Blind and his as-

sumption of the duties of minister of the Unitarian church at

Spokane that Proteus was written and the fragment which appears

in this issue of TJie Open Court under the title of '"The Psyche

—

a Study in Evolution." This fragment, with much of the content

of Proteus, is found in a sermon delivered at Spokane and in another

delivered a few vears later at AustiiL



THE PSYCHE—A STUDY IN EVOLUTION.

BY KDWIN MILI.F.R WHEELOCK.

SCIENCE to-day teaches the universal touch and clasp of all

organic life, saying in vivid words that in the one loom of a

common origin hath time woven all the forms of life ; these forms

being the sign-posts and mile-stones along the organic march of

man. Star-dust, monad, tish, bird and beast are all steps in the

stairway which reaches from clod to cloud and terminates in soul

'

Every animal has been melted in the vital crucible from which

man is made. Every form he uses is a wayside inn along the up-

ward journey of the soul. His outward shell passed through every

animal and vegetable body before it took on the human apjiearance.

as in lower nature an analogous chemistry evolves electric bodies

and wings from eggs and worms. When matter became organic,

man was envisaged, for his psychic nature was once enshrined in

flint and platinum: when the spine appeared he was already in view.

To become a self-conscious spirit the psyche must first pass through

every expression of life from landscape to skyscape: from the glow-

worm to the star : from the daisy to the sun : from simia to seraph :

from dust to Deity. This measureless cycle is all synthesized in

man, who attains self-consciousness only after a countless series of

evolutions. The stone becomes a plant, the plant a beast, the beast

a man, the man a spirit, the spirit a god. "I said. Ye are Gods,"

was the large utterance of the Hebrew seer : or, as our Emerson

has it,

"And the poor grass will plot and plan

What it will do when it is man."

The world is here because there is an infinite reason for its

existence : it is man at last that comes of it. The event reveals the

design. Not a wind blew but sang of this wonder that should be.

Not a ri\'er ran but hasted to have its water turned into the red wine
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of his blood, and to run again, burdened with the message of the

Infinite, in his veins. He stands in the center and feels all things as

a dilation of his own being, lie soars with the lark, crawls with the

lizard, and shines with the gem or star. Man in nature becomes self

conscious, and thinking aloud. He folds round hea\en and hell with

equal arms. The cosmos is minimized in him.

It is the human idea that crystallizes the snowllake, veins the

leaf, and paints the flower. These objects once carried our lives, and

left them higher than they found them. Through all nature one

glowing purpose runs—the building-up of man. There is nothing

in the world but the human, actual or potential. .Sa\s the Kabbala :

'Tf man did not e.xist there could be no world." He is the brother

of all things even as God is the father. Though earth incessantly

revolves, yet he is always at the top. h^ach of the various types in

the mineral, plant and animal realms elaborates its mite of the vital

principle; and, rising in the stately miracle of life, passes it on to a

higher form. In the primal cell is purpose, aim, tendency. Xo atom

can slip from the ligature of law. Prick the skin that is nearest, or

the nebula that is farthest, and you draw the life-blood of law.

Thought thinks in the atom ; each molecule has a brain ; each brain-

cell has a memory of its own ; and the forces of nature are the

fingers of God. -\11 thoughts are things, and all things have

thoughts. The laws of the universe are circular, and from any arc

may be computed the sweep of the circumference. To explore the

creation man needs no wings. Let him seat himself on the earth at

his feet, and as his eyes open the whole cosmos will swing into his

sight. Time and space are the immeasurable continents, and matter

the equally measureless content of creative in\-estiture : thus all

things wait on man to serve him in his fates.

Man is made of the same stuff as the oyster he eats or the corn

he hoes. All the animals are on the King's highway, only at indefinite

distances behind us. We are all interlinked in origin, in life and in

destiny. If man is a philosopher he is also a polyp. The sage who
would disprove his ascent from the ape. still shows in his argument

the claws, tricks and tail of his noble ancestor. All creatures and all

plants are on the same road. Our kindred stand at every mile-stone,

and from the herded beast to Humboldt, from the saurian to Shake-

speare, from the stone to the star, is but a step. The circumference

of man is the uni\'erse, the center of the universe is man. He is the

microcosm of the macrocosm. The dog is a barking man ; the tree

is a rooted man. He has cloaked himself with each astral fossil

stored up in the etheric envelope of the earth.
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In man are sun and moon, snow and mountain ranges, bud and

flower. Many mothers fashion for one child, who yet, in his oneness,

comprises myriads. There is nothing but is related to man, tree,

sea-shell or crystal, the running river or the waving corn. Whatever

is found as form in nature is present by form in him. In his matural

degree he is the measure of the material cosmos, for he has grown

from the starfish and the chickweed, and "he has prowled, fanged

and fourfooted in the woods." Just as the stone feels its way to

the flower, and as the acorn out of soils and sunbeams fashions the

oak, does the animated dust climb at last to tlie human brain, and

the fluent mountains melt into man.

The slice of beef on the rich man's table has a history that goes

back to the dawn of creation, and so has the needle that sews the

poor man's rags together. The pauper is brother to the ])rince. The

life of the race circulates in each individual, and the disease of the

individual is in the blood of the race. The world is in man as much

as man is in the world.

Every atom avows life—human life—the kingdom of God in

beasts. Man has touched e\'ery spherule. The circle of his arm is

the girdle of creation. His electric wires have compressed the earth,

until the elbows of the nations tou.ch, and the winged heels of Mer-

cury come tardy ofi^ beside the fleet Ariel of Edison and Bell. .\1!

history lies under his hat, and he is the trustee of every past age.

Religion is born from him. He makes his Deity in his own image,

and from his own heart and brain are shed the Bibles of the race, as

the leaves are shed from the tree.

And more or less signifies nothing. The revolving moon and

the falling apple move by the same law. The smallest sin helps to

warp the earth's axis. The globe is but an enlarged globule. If the

lenses of our eyes were dilTerently adjusted the whole universe might

come within our plane of vision and the spaces between the planets

be no greater than the intervals between adjacent grains of sand.

The air-bubble then becomes the star-cluster, and in a glass of water

behold the Galaxy!

In the unity of nature all is taken up. The energy that grouped the

atoms of the sand grain welded on the same anvil the star. God's

word is written in full on every mustard seed. Ourself and all we
touch is, when we look with equal eyes, "God manifest in the flesh."

The law that shapes the star-mist into suns outworks the frost

-

forest on our window-panes. A pebble is a microcosm. The moulds

of the stars are used in forming the raindrops, and through each

cubic foot of earth shoots the axis of the globe.
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"The eye reads omens where it goes.

And speaks all languages the rose ;

And striving to be man, the worm
Mounts through all the spires of form."

Spirit is the g^reat life on which matter rests as rests tlie poiider-

otis globe on the free and flnid ether. Spirit impregnates matter

matter embodies spirit. Xattn-e is the revelation of spirit in space ;

history the revelation of s})irit in time. Spirit sleeps in the stone,

grows in the plant, stirs in the animal, wakes in man, and will work

on until the present chaos and old night are taken u]) into the

higher evolution. The mind occupies every corpuscle. Spirit pre-

cedes time and space, Iniilds its own structure and makes its own

environinent. The moral sense has its beginnings in the lower

animals, just as the whale has its hind legs inside the skin, and its

teeth that never cut the gums.

The psyche is present e\en in the lowest forms. It exists, but

for want of fittitig organs it is too dim for our faculties to ken,

and increase in mind-force only takes })lace with ascent of organ-

ism. The pebble climbs to a rose, and the rose to a soul. Cosmic

unity rtins on the broad roadway of law through all the worlds. In

every form alike the eternal Trod-seed comes and goes.

Man is tlie goal to which all uses run ; the harbor where the

world's freights coine to shore. Man is conscious nature; nature is

tmconscious man. Her eti'ort is to exolve her own God, who is

man. The God of nature is always man. To bring her stupid deity

to his senses, she culls and beats him as the angry fishermen of

Xaples do the images of their saints in stormv weather.

Our systems are charged in every fiber with the eternity behind

us, and what was done a million of tiges ago, when the crystal

dreamed of the flower, is \ital in us to-day. The laws that hold

the world in their orbits arc in the mind of man. The desire for

a sentient life shows itself in everything from a seed to a sun, and

it is a reflection of the divine will that the universe should continue.

Things that have life are alive, whether thev be atoms or orbs.

Every particle in nature is a life, and there is tiot a finger-breadth

of empty space beneath the dome of the sky.

The universe is swallowed up in man and' ])\ man all things

are spread abroad. Pie barks in the dog, grows in the tree, mur-
murs in the passing brook, and his pulse vibrates to the stupendotis

movement of all the starry scheme. He is Atlas with the globe on

his shoulders. He is the philosophers' stone transmuting coarse
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matter into creative forces. He is the king of natnre. for he know?

himself in the midst of a universe that does not yet know itself.

.Ml through nebulous and ])lanetary life there was one determined

upward movement until luan was reached. Form after form was

flung aside, one creation after another left stranded until the human

appeared. From the appearance of the first and faintest organism

man was ideally present on earth, involved in the anatomical snarl.

He is brother to the blossom and the tree, and with the same pigment

nature paints the apple's and the maiden's cheek. From one form

to another the monad has i)assed on. It was once encased in stone

;

then it crept out of its prison as a lichen or a moss. From change

to change it climl:)ed. until its physical form becatue that of a man.

In these lengthened processes of eA'olution the mystic advance

of man has drawn into the various lines of the organism through

which he lias passed, the whole cosmos by minutenesses, till each

one holds, mirrored in his structure, constituents and iiuages of the

universal All. T, that to-day am man, was yesterday a pine: the

dav before 1 s])arkled in tlie crystal or the spar; l)efore that 1 slept

in the world-egg of stone; before that again, I was a rapid, spark-

ling sprite of the ether and the day, winged Init unsouled, and

hiuigry for incarnation ; for the psyche desires birth and entleshment.

and the soul craves organism. P^ach form I use is but the inn

where I tarry for a night ; for the soul is an incurable nomad, dwell-

ing always in tents. .All things strive to ascend, and ascend by

striving, so at last we work out the beast and let the tiger die.

Tusks change to teeth, and the lion's paw and the jaw of the shark

become the tools f)f culture. P2\il in nature is unsubject force, not

yet responsive to the human sway. P.ut all e\il is self-limited ; and

when carried too far pain becomes its own anodyne. Fvolution is

the steady play of the Fternal W'\\\ through all these turning and

belted worlds, and the death of Pan is bis rebirth into humanity.

The primal tuicloid holds the soul-seed of man— the offspring

of dust and of spirit. In c^er^• t}'pe the soul-force has a correspond-

ing material house
—

"to e\ery seed it'^ o\\-n bodw" The forms

whicli he inliabits at any epoch in his organic march are onlv the

record of his spirit's unfoldment u|) to that date. .\ death is a

birth ; a corpse is a seed : a cadaxer is a genesis : and every green

grave is a cradle; "-from form to form lie maketh haste."

If Ciod is great He is also little. He dwells in the small

man-seed by powers of fate, and weaves upon it shape on shape in

being's loom. He is dim in rock, flower and bird. In human flesh

be is most himself, and in lunnan eves we look most closelv info
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the eyes of God. God is not a niind but the cause of a mind; not

a spirit but the cause of a spirit; He is felt and known as the only

creative life, and man as the creaturely form in which that life

becomes fully expressed and glorified. Each human innermost is a

gemmule of God ; and over every cradle shines the "star in ihc

east." The Creation is that God the One may become God the

Many. Man stands in the doorway of the planet ; God can enter

nature only through him. He unbinds himself in man and gives

his being outness and relief. The evolution of man is the slow

growth of the divine in us from infancy and nonage to kingship

and rule. The road is a long one. ^Fan lurks in the lichen and

sleeps in the stone. Nature has cunningly wiredrawn him through

all her products from flower-bud to j^lanet-bud. from the airy cope

to the granite caly.x of the globe.

In man, the divine impersonal becomes persomhed. The psyche

is the God-element which, di\-ided from Deity, is yet divine and

human. The scale of lunuanity ranges from atom to archangel

hunger for food is at one pole, and at the other hunger for God.

Evolution moving backward does not lea\-e us in the lap of the

monkey—it traces us to the infinite arms. The long-evolving chain

stretches not only from protoplasm to man, but from spirit to spirit

The way we have come hints at the way we are to go. The road

behind us begins with the Infinite; xanward it ends oidy with the

Infinite again. God creates Himself in man. Man completes him-

self in God. Man hnds being in God ; God attains existence in

man. The universe is intelligence infinitely individualized. 'Fhe

creation is a thought discreted from the thinker's mind. It is the

separateness of the personal entity or soul from the aggregate of

soul in the cosmos. X'ature holds the seeds and forms of all life

in potency ; in this way the primal slime becomes fish, bird, mammal,

man ; but all this stream of existence flows from the divine life,

through every ancestral link, and is God's from end to end. An

infinite force from first to last propels the eternal whole. Man has

been crvstaled. metaled, herbed and incarned. He will be tmbeasted.

humanized, godded. In his spiritual deeps all gospels lie in germ.

To e\olve at length a self-conscious ])crsonality is the end in view

of the entire process. Thus "the word becomes flesh."

The long series of forms through which the psyche ascends

furnish the curbing power that it needs to compress its action into

orderly channels, and to endow it at length with self-control. Spirit

must mount on the shoulders of matter, for man is a perpetual be-

coming, and the matter is the vehicle r)f all becoming. lUTore a
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seed can grow it must be taken from the shelf and planted in the

soil ; so nature furnishes the soil for the growth of the soul.

The mermaid, the syren, the sphynx are parables of evolution.

Those human-headed gods, with bodies of reptile, fish, bird or beast,

are the pictures or object-lessons by which the Magi of the East

taught the truth of the evolutionary ascent of the germ of man.

Nature is the evolution of spirit in matter. History is the evolution

of the Godhead, and each little child, like the holy babe of Bethle-

hem, intercedes for every person born.

MISCELLANEOUS.

OUR FRONTISPIECE.
Max Klinger died on the 28th of July. .\s a frontispiece to this number

we reproduce his "Christ on Mt. Olympus," one of his most celebrated creations

which was completed in 1897 and is now placed in the Modern Gallery of

\'ienna.

Klinger was born in Leipsic in 1857. After studying in Berlin, Brussels

and Munich he spent almost ten years of his life in Paris and Rome. From
1893 on he lived again in Leipsic.

It is impossible to do justice to Klinger's work in a short note, for he

excelled as an etcher, as a sculptor and as a painter. In a number of his

greatest works he has combined the art of the chisel with the art of the brush

;

in "Christ on Mt. Olympus" the two figures to the right and left of the pre-

della are marble.

Most characteristic of his art, however, is the philosophical penetration

with which he treats his subjects, giving depth to his cult of beauty. In the

picture which we reproduce, symbolizing the entry of Christianity in the an-

tique world, it is Psyche that seeks refuge at the feet of a humanized Christ,

while the gods and goddesses of Homer look on amazed—but not abashed.



Non-Euclidean Geometry

The Elements of Non-Euclidean Geometry

Rv n. M. ^'. SoninKM-villc. Prof, of Mcithein.-ilics, Victoria Uni-

versity College, New Zealand. Cloth, $2.00.

"An excellent text book for teachers who wish to nnder-

stand the position in which Euclid's parallel postulate has been

placed by modern thought."

—

Journal of Education.

Non-Euclidean Geometry
1)V Roberto Bonola. late professor in the University of Pavia.

'iranslated by H. S. Carslaw, Professor in the ITniversity of

Sydney. Cloth, $2.00.

A critical and historical study of it-s develo])n)ent.

The Science Absolute of Space

Independent of the truth or falsity of Euclid's Axiom (which

can never be decided a priori ). By John Rolyai. Translated from

the Latin by Dr. George Bruce Halsted. Cloth, $1.00.

Geometrical Researches on the Theory of Parallels

By Nicholas Lobachevski. Cloth, $1.25.

Space and Geometry
In the Light of Phvsiological, Psvchological, Plivsical Tn(|uirv.

By Dr. Ernest Alach.
'

' Cloth, $1.00.

William Oughtred

A Great Seventeenth Centurv ^Mathematician. By Florian

Cajori.
'

Cloth. $1.00.

Geometrical Solutions Derived From Mechanics

A treatise bv Archimedes. Translated from the Greek by Dr.

J. L. Heiberg. Pamplet, oOc.

Archimedes was primarily a discoverer and not a compiler,

as was Euclid. This pam])hlet gives an intimate view into the

workings of the mind of its author.

Geometrical Lectures of Isaac Barrow
By J. M. Child. Translated from a iirst edition copy. Cloth, $1.00.

The Foundations of Geometry
By David Hilbert. An attemi)t to choose for geometry a sinipkr

and complete set of independent axioms. Translated li\ C. |.

Townsend. Cloth, $1.00.
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LETTERS TO TEACHERS
BY

HARTLEY B. ALEXANDER
Professor of Philosophy, State Uni\ersity of Nebraska

Pages, 256 Cloth, Si. 25

PRESS NOTES

"Well-written and highly stimulating chapters on aspects of modern education."
— Tlie English Journal, Chicago.

"The book is an admirable one for the library of small or large extent, for it

is readable, simple, and direct ; it lias the deinocratic virtues which it aims to culti-

vate."

—

TIic Nation, New York.

"Professor Alexander is concerned to combat the spirit of regimentation, of ad-

ministrative centralization, of an illiberal curriculum, of standardization, of servility

to texts and methods, in short of the dangers that threaten every good institution

when the forms dominate the spirit and subdue it."

—

The Dial, New York.

"Whilst written from the non-Catholic point of view, the volume contains so

much that is good and helpful to the Catholic teacher that it fills a place in our

pedagogical libraries not easily supplied by works of similar trend and scope."

—

Ecclesiastical Rcviciv.

"Not in recent years ha\e any papers appeared on tlic topic of education that

exceed in value these letters by Professor Alexander, which treat so luminously on

the office of the school-teacher in the community, the study of languages, the culti-

vation of the humanities and the inculcation of the ideals of democracy."

—

San Fran-

cisco Chronicle.

"A rare combination of academic culture, community vision, native common
sense and patriotic devotion."

—

Journal of Education, Boston.

"Good healthy chapters, of a tonic quality for any teacher"—Religious Educa-

tion, Chicago.

"Frankly journalistic and frankly propaganda. They deal with the problems of

reconstruction as related to the education of the American citizen."-

—

The Historical

Outlook, Philadelphia.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

Send for Complete Catalog of Scientific and Educational Books.



Books By Dr. Paul Carus
SURD OF METAPHYSICS. An Inquiry into the Question, Are There
Things-In-Themselves. 75c net

This book is not metaphysical, but anti-metaphysical. The idea that science

and philosophy are contrasts still prevails in many circles even among ad-

vanced thinkers, and the claim is frequently made that philosophy leaves a

surd, some irreducible element analogous to the irrational in mathematics.

Dr. Carus stands for the opposite view. He believes in the efficiency of

science and to him the true philosophy is the philosophy of science.

KANT'S PROLEGOMENA TO ANY FUTURE METAPHYSIC.
Cloth, 75c net; paper, 60c

Convinced of the signitkance of Kant's Prolegomena, Dr. Carus offers a

new translation of this most important Kantian pamphlet, which is prac-

tically an explanation of Kant himself, setting fortli the intention of his

Critique of Pure Reason.

RELIGION OF SCIENCE. From the Standpoint of Monism.
Cloth, 50c; paper, 25c

THE ETHICAL PROBLEM. Three Lectures on Ethics as a Science.
Cloth, $1.25; paper, 60c

The publication of these addresses elicited a numlier of discussions with

Rev. Wm. M. Salter and other men interested in the philosoi)hy of ethics,

among them Prof. Harald Hoffding of Copenhagen, Prof. P'riedrich Jodl
of Vienna, Dr. Robert Lewins, the English philosopher of solipsism, Dr.

L. M. Billia of Italy, etc. The book contains also discussions of the views
of Goldwin Smith, (uistav Fechncr, PI. Sidgwick. John Stuart Mill,

Rosmini, etc.

PERSONALITY. With Special Reference to Super-Personalities and the
Interpersonal Character of Ideas. Cloth, 75c net

In this book Dr. Carus explains the nature of personality and the problems
kin to it. Among other matter, it contains an explanation wdiy the Trinity

idea is so predominant in all religions.

THE NATURE OF THE STATE. Cloth, 50c net; paper, 20c
The Nature of the .State is a small treatise conveying a great truth, throwing
light not only on the character of communal life, ])ut also on the nature
of man's soul.

THE RISE OF MAN. A sketch of the Origin of the Human Race.
Boards, cloth back, 75c net. Illustrated

In this book Dr. Carus uitbolds the divinity of man from the standpoint
of evolution.

THE FOUNDATION OF MATHEMATICS. A Contribution to the Philosophy
of Geometry. Cloth, gilt top, 75c net

The enormous siguilicance of the formal sciences makes it dfsii'able that

any one who attempts to philosophize should understand the nature of
mathematics.

THE MECHANISTIC PRINCIPLE AND THE NON-MECHANICAL.
Cloth, $1.00

The truth of the mechanistic principle is here unreservedly acknowledgetl
without any equivocation or limitation, and it is pointed out that the laws
of meclianics apply without exception to all motions; but they do not
apply to things that are not motions.

NIETZSCHE and other Exponents of Individualism. Cloth, $L25
The appearance of a philosopher such as Nietzsche is a symptom of the
times. He is one representative among several others of an anti-scientihc

tendency. He is characterized rather as a poet than a thinker, as a leader
and an exponent of certain unruly and immature minds. Though his

philosophy is severely criticised, though it is weighed and found wanting,
his personality is described not without sympathy and with an appreciation
of his genius.

Write for a complete descriptive catalog of publications.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE — — CHICAGO, ILLINOIS



ANATOLE FRANCE
By LEWIS PIAGET SHANKS

Assistant Professor of Romance Languages and Literatures in

the University of Wisconsin. Cloth, $L50

PRESS NOTES

"The best book in EngHsh on the world's greatest living man

of letters."—The Nation, Nciv York City.

"The critical chapter with which this Ix^ok ends is most admirable."

— Richiiiond lYcm's Leader.

"Those who have omitted to read Prance may save their faces

by reading Mr. Shank's volume, wdiich will enable them to talk

intelligently of the French master, even if they never take their

information first hand."

—

The Chicago Tribmie.

"All who would comprehend the work of the greatest of living

French authors should read this book. No better estimate of France as

man and author is likely to appear in the near future."

—

Stratford

Jnurii(d. Boston.

"The Itners (if Anat<)le France will set a great value upon lliis

!)( \o'k."—IVashiiuitmi Star.

"Anatole Trance is a biography of the French author and a critical

study of his forty books."

—

The Writer, Boston.

"Mr. Shank's volume will form an excellent guide to the work and

genius of Anatole I'Tance."

—

Boston lii'ening Transcript.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago, III.



CAN A RESULT INFLUENCE ITS
CAUSE?

IS THE HARDEST PROBLEM IN BIOLOGY

Eugenio Kignano. celebrated Italian editor of "Scientia," presents

a mechanical solution of this problem in his book,

THE INHERITANCE OF ACQUIRED CHARACTERS
Price, cloth. $2.00

ESSAYS IN SCIENTIFIC SYNTHESIS by the same author

gi\es a full survey of modern scientists' theories and presents his own
solution from the stand[>oint of philosophx. Price, cloth. $2.00.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO ILLINOIS
/'///>//s//rTS (>/' S( i>'nf//h' and cJuiulional hoaks

AN ETHICAL SYSTEM
BASED ON THE LAWS OF NATURE

By M. UESHl'MBEKT

Translated from the French h\ Lionel Giles, M. A.

With a preface by C. W. Saleeby, M. D., well-known writer on Eugenics.

Pages 231. Paper, 75c.

This book his already appeared in seven languages and will shortly

appear in three others. One of the simplest and most inspiring little

books on the scientific basis of human behavior.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO ILLINOIS



Saccheri's Euclides Vindicatus
Edited and translated by

GEORGE BRUCE HALSTED

Latin-English Edition of the first non-Euclidean

Geometry published in Milan 1733.

Pages 280. Cloth, $2.00.

A Geometric Endeavor in which are established the foundation

principles of universal geometry, with special reference to Euclid's

Parallel Postulate.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

The Spiritual Message of Literature

By Kenneth Sylvan Guthrie

Cloth, Si r>5

CONTENTS
Book I. WHAT IS COMPARATIVE LITERATURE? Chap. I. Definition of

Comparative Literature.—Chap. IL The International Human Problem.

—

Chap. in. Definitions of Prophecy.

Book II. RACIAL PROPHETIC ELEMENTS. Introduction.—Chap. I. The
Hindu, Persian and Arabian Sources.—Chap. II. The Chinese and Japa-
nese Sources.—Chap. III. The Semitic Sources.—Chap. IV. The Hellenic
Sources.—Chap. V. The Surviving Aboriginal Sources.—Chap. VI. The
Northern Sources.

Book III. SPIRITUAL MESSAGE OF LYRIC PROPHECY. Introduction.
—Chap. I. The Lyrical Aspiration: Consecration.—Chap. II. Human
Potentialities: Conservation.—Chap. III. The Higher Pantheism: Attain-
m.ent.—Chap. IV. The Transcendent Divine: Initiation.

Book IV. MESSAGE OF GREAT DRAMAS. Introduction.— Elaborations of

Legends.—Dramas of Original Plot.

Appendix. Topical Outlines; Lists of Books.

The Open Court Publishing Company
122 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago, Illinois



The Rival Philosophies

Jesus and Paul

Being an ILxplanation of the Failures of Organized Christianity,

and a \^indication of the Teachings of Jesus, which are shown to contain

a ReHgion for all Men and for all Times. By Ignatius Singer.

Cloth, $2.00

"The author's general po.-ition, hi.^ altitude towards institutional

religion—the churches and ecclesiastical authority—are clearly set forth.

. . . the author attrihutes to all thinking people a desire to know

not merely why the church has failed, hut why Christianity has failed

in its mission—hy which he means, not the religion of Jesus, but that of

the Christian churches. . . Much has been said of religious unrest,

of uncertainty and "honest doubt," of absenteeism from church, indif-

ference to religion, and cooling of religious sentiment in which there i-

a possible confusion of cause and effect. . . . The people are look-

ing for something which the churches do not supply. . . . The

restoration of Reason to the judicial bench, its virtual enthronement, i-

the key to the volume, the distinctive feature of the structure of Mr.

Singer's building. . . . But it was theology that fell, and not Re-

ligion. . . . the Christ of the Gospel is held to be a myth. He was

evolved by Saint Paul many years after the death of Jesus, and Saint

Taul, therefore, was the founder of Christianity as the word is now

understood. . . . The book makes strenuous reading, and there is

in it more strong meat for man than milk for babies."

—

From the London

Montrose Standard.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 South Michigan Avenue Chicago



The Buddhist Annual of Ceylon
^'ol. 1. No. 1.

Edited by

S. W. Wijayatilake

A new Buddhist magazine has just been published by W. E. Bastian and Company
of Ceylon, Americans will remember with much interest the interesting Buddhist delega-

tion from Ceylon to the Congress of Religions held in 1893 during the World's Fair at

Chicago.
One of the editors of this magazine formed the Maha Bodhi Society which numbers

among its members some of the greatest scholars and prelates of the world

The Open Court Publishing Company has been invited to take subscriptions for this

magazine which is published annually at a price of #.i oo a copy. It is illustrated and very

interesting in giving the modern religious history of Ceylon including the educational and
religious progress made during the last forty years.

It is well worth the price to anyone who wishes to keep in touch with the religious

aspects (jf Oriental Civilization

The Open Court Publishing Company
122 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

THE EARLY MATHEMATICAL
MANUSCRIPTS OF LEIBNIZ

PUBLISHED BY CARL IMMANUEL GERHARDT. TRANSLATED FROM THE
LATIN TEXTS WITH CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL NOTES

By J. M. CHILD
Cloth, 51.50J

A study of the early mathematical work of Leibniz seems to be of importance for at

least two reasons. In the first place, Leibniz, was certainly not alone among great men in

presenting in his early work almost all the important mathematical ideas contained in his

mature work. In the second place, the main ideas of his philosophy are to be attributed

to his mathematical work, and not I'/'cc I'c/sa. The manuscripts of Leibniz, which have
been preser\ed with such great care in the Royal Library at Hanover, show, perhaps
more clearly than his published work, the great importance which Leibniz attached to

suitable notation in mathematics and, it may be added, in logic generally. He was, perhaps,

the earliest to realize fully and correctly the important influence of a calculus on discovery.

Since the time of Leibniz, this truth has been recognized, explicitly or implicitly, by all

the greatest mathematical analysts.

It is not difficult to connect wMth this great idea of the importance of a calculus in

assisting deduction the many unfinished plans of Leibniz; for instance, his projects for an

encyclopaedia of all science, of a general science, of a calculus of logic, and so on

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
CHICAGO LONDON



BOOKS BY

WILLIAM ELLERY LEONARD
AESOP AND HYSSOP. Being Fables Adapted and Orig-

inal with the Morals Carefully Formulated. Cloth,

$1.50.

' 'The primary purpose of the Aesopian fable, had been no other than to teach morality,

or rather mores, to help the youngsters grasp and mind the rules of good behavior and

social wisdom which their elders had in turn inherited from their own forefathers.

'Teachers may and will appreciate this version of Aesop as a stimulating revelation

of human nature."—From a review by Traugott Boehme in The Open Co?^r/, Novem-

ber, 1919.

THE FRAGMENTS OF EMPEDOCLES. Translated

into English Verse. The original Greek accompanies

translation. Cloth, $1.00.

Empedocles was a Greek philosopher, poet and statesman. He was a supporter of

the democratic party in his native city against the aristocracy, and possessed great influence

through his wealth, eloquence, and knowledge. He followed Pythagoras and Parmenides

in his teachings. He professed magic powers, prophecy, and a miraculous power of heal-

ing, and came to have, in popular belief, a superhuman character. He was said to have

thrown himself into the crater of Etna in order that from his sudden disappearance, the

people might believe him to be a God,

The figure of Empedocles of Agrigentum, when seen across the twenty-three centuries

which separate us from him, presents perhaps a more romantic appearance than that of

any Greek philosopher. This is owing, in a great measure, to the fables which invest his

life and death with mystery, to his reputation for magical power, and to the wild sub-

limity of some of his poetic utterances. Yet, even in his lifetime, and among contemporary

Greeks, he swept the stage of life like a great tragic actor, and left to posterity the fame

of a genius as a poet, a physician, a patriot, and a philosopher.

SOCRATES, MASTER OF LIFE. Cloth, $1.00.

"Socrates passed through the soul-refining process of meditation on the great prob-

lems, being and becoming, and of man, his power to move and think and create. . . .The

principles emanating from this stressful period of Socrates' experience were: (i) the knowl-

edge of our own ignorance; (2) the conviction that the quest for true knowledge must be

pursued through knowledge of oneself. Hence it is that Socrates was no mere individual

but was a movement personified. He was to philosophy what Isaiah was to Hebrew reli-

gion; what, afterwards, Michelangelo was to art; what Milton was to literature. . . .For

Socrates' life was a mission, not a trade."

—

Tke Classical Weekly

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO ILLINOIS



The Contingency of the Laws of Nature
By Emile Boutroux of the French Academy. Translated by Fred Roth-

well. With a portrait of the author. Pages, x, 195. Cloth, $1.50.

COMMENTS OF THE PRESS

"There are some startling statements in the book, and various incidental dis-

cussions of great value.

—

The Oxford Magazine.

"M. Boutroux wrote this book in 1874 as a thesis for a doctor's degree and
expresses surprise at the attention it receives after this interval. The explanation
seems to be that the central idea of the thesis, deemed paradoxical at the time of its

first presentation, is receiving careful consideration of today's philosophers."

—

The
New York World.

"Prof. Emile Boutroux's "Contingency of the Laws of Nature," reveals the

action of the keen modern intellect on the ancient problem of freedom versus

necessity."

—

Boston Herald.

"An accurate and fluent translation of the philosophical views of nearly a half a

century ago."

—

New York Tribune.

"A valuable contribution to the literature of philosophy."

—

London Review.

"He closes his essay with words which can be counted upon not only to

astound the determinist, but to make even the average scientist feel uncomfortable."
—Boston Transcript.

"Thoughtful analysis of natural law."— Ngw York Times.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
122 S. Michigan Avenue CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

JUST OFF THE PRESS

THE ORIGIN OF THE GERMAN
CARNIVAL COMEDY

By MAXIMILIAN J. RUDWIN
A discussion of Carnival Custom and Comedy in Europe * * * An investigatioQ

into the ritual origins of the drama * * * A contribution to the comparative study f

mythology and religion * * * The book is intended not only for the special inquirer'

but also for the general reader.

XII+85 pp. Price: cloth, $1.75; paper, f 1.25.

By the Same Author

Die Propbetenspriiche und -zitate im religiosen Drama des deutschen Mittelalters.

IV-l-37 pp. Price: paper, $0.50.

Der Teufel in den deutschen geistlichen Spielen des Mittelalters und der Reforma-
tionszeit. Ein Beitrag zur Litteratur-, Kultur- und Kirchen-Geschichte Deutschlands.

(Hesperia: Schriften z. germ. Philologie. Nr. 6.)

XI4-194 pp. Price: cloth, $2.00.

Order from

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
CHICAGO 122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE ILLINOIS

HAVE you read The Truth Seeker, a Freethought weekly newspaper that

discusses religious questions freely and advocates Church Taxation ? Sample

copy, One Dime. Send for it. The Truth Seeker Company, 62 Vesey street

New York.


